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ABSTRACT
In this report, the 25 secondary and 13 elementayy

schools participating in "A Study of Schooling" are described it two
ways. First, the emphasis given to academics and vodational subjects
in the curriculum is estimated and compared with that of the other
schools at the same level. Second, tracking policies and practices at
each of the schools are described. These school-by-school
descriptions provide a rook at one aspect of the schooling context:
holirstudents'at schools were stratified and separated according to
their abilities, achievement, or expectations for their futures.
Information was gathered on five dimensions: (1) extent, the
percentages of classes which were tracked at the school; (2)
pervasiveness, the number of subject areas at the school which were
tracked; (3) flexibility, whether students were tracked
subject-by-subject or across more than one subject oq the same
criteria; (4) mobility, the amount of student movement among tracks
and the direction of that movement; and (5) locus of control, the
primary decision makers in student track placement. In describing the
tracking policies in each of the secondary schools, an overview is
presented, followedby descriptions of the extent and pervasiveness
of tracking, student flexibility, and mobility within the system, the
rationale offered for student grouping, and sample classes that fit
into the tracking system. The 13 elementary schools were examined for
the extent, pervasiveness, structure, and rationale"of tracking. It
was obserired in the elementary schools that, while few classrooms
were homogeneous, grouping for instructional purposes was almost
always used to some extent. Tables are appended displaying the
percentage of full time equivalent teachers in subject areas in the
secondary schools, an estimate of 'the extent of tracking in the
schools, and the percentage of tracked classes in the secondary
school samples. (JD)
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:PACKING POLICIES AND PRACTICES:
SCHOOL BY SCHOOL SUMMARIES

Jeannie Oakes

Technical Report No. 25
.

1981

A Study of Schooling is based upon the assumption that improving schools requires
knowing what is happening in and around them. A comprehensive data-base of contextual
information was obtained from students, teachers, administrators, parents and observers
at all grade levels in thirty-eight elementary and secondary purposively sampled schools. It
is strongly recommended that readers of any technical report in this series first read Technical Report
No. 1 which outlines the details, scope and limitatiors of the Study as a whole.

It must be understood that this sines of technical reports does not constitute the Study. Some
"reports are highly specific "molecular" inquiries while others take a more "molar" view
across data sources, schoiling levels, etc. Sorhe reports are more methodological in nature
arising out of issues in data analysis. Many of the reports quite naturally overlap in data
analysed and interpretations rendered. Some authors have approached their task as
consisting mostly of data description with little discussion beyond the presentation of the
data. Others have ventured further into the realm of interpretationand 3-peculation. It must
be further understood that data-based inferences can and do differ Imong researchers who come at
the data from differing points-of-view. Authors, therefore, are duly acknowledged for each
report and are responsible for thavaterial presented therein.
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TRACKING POLICIES AND_ PRACTICES:

SCHOOL BY SCHOOL SUMMARIES

INTRODUCTION

The following reports describe the schools in the Study of Schooling

sample in two ways.
1

First, the emphases given to academics and vocational

subjects in the curriculum are estimated and compared with the other'schools'

at the same level: Second, tracking policies and practices at each of

the schools are described. 2

These school-by-school descriptions provide a look at one aspect
.../

of the echool context: how st4esett at schools weri,stratifiee and
(

.

separated according to their ability, achievement, 6i-expectations for

'
their futuTes. As a part of the school coatexpe, curricular emphases and

tracking policies and practices can be used as a baCkdrop against which to

view, for example, student perceptions of their schooling experiences,

teacher reports of their instructional procedures, class differences in

curricular content, and observer reports of classroom interactions.

Data for these school descriptionftcome from several sources:

school documents including course of study booklets, class schedules, letters

to staff members, and student handbooks; curriculum materials packages

1

More detailed informatiam od A Study of Schooling can be found in
the series of four sequential articles published in the Phi-Delta Kaypan. The
first in the,eeries by Goodlad, Sirotnik, and Overman (1979), includes a con-
ceptual overview, sample design, and types of data collected.

r.

2
For the purposes of this report the following terms will be used

interchangeably to denote the grouping of students for instruction according
to certain characteristics they share--ability/achievement levels or post-
school plans: tracking, homogeneous grouping,,curriculum differentiation, and
grouping by at ent achievement or ability levels.



prepared by teachers; Estimate of Class Level checklists completed by

school adminiitrators (Appendix A); Grouping at the School questionnaire

(AppendixB); and phone calls to school counselors and administrators at

several sites. The reports on each school represent a synthesis and

analysis of data from these sources.

Curricular emphases the secondary schools,were determined by

calculating the number of full-time equivalent teaching positions at the

school which were allocated.to the eight subject areas identified by the

Study. Special teaching assignments such asthose in special education

were not included.' The number of FTEs in each Subject area were then

determined from master schedules and percentages were 'coMputed. ,Academic

courses included those in the English /reading /language arts, mathematics,

social studies, science, and foreign language subject areas. Vocational

courses included in in the vocational area. Arts and physical education

classes were not included as either academic or vocational.

To aid in the analysis of tracking policies 'and practices,' five,

dimensions were conceptualized on which information was collected

and analyzed. These dimensions are: extent, the percentage of classes

which are tracked at the school; pervasiveness, the number of subject

areas at the school which are tracked; flexibility, whether students are

tracked subject by subject or across more than one subject on the same cri-

teria; mobility, the amount of student movement between tracka and the

. direction of that movement; and locus of control, the primary decision

makers in student track placement at the school. By using these dimepsions

for further analysis, school types may emerge which will permit the analy-

sis of variables within sets schools with similar stratification systems.

2



--TO-assist in the preliminary comparison of schools on curricular

emphases and stratification processes, several tables have been included -

which point-up similarities and differences between the schools in the

sample on these characteristics (Appendix C), Tables 1 and 2 show the

number and percentages of FTEs in subject areas at the secondary schools.

Table 3 shows an estimate of the extent of tracking at each of the second-
-

ary schools in the form of percentages of courses included in the tracking
4.111

system. Table 4 shows the extent of tracking at the elementary schools in

the sample, both total classes tracked and homogeneoud grouping within

heterogeneous classes. Tables 5 and 6 show the percentage of trackei

classes sampled at the secondary level. Tables 7 and 8 are rank orderings

of the schools on their academic and vocational emphases, based on FTEs in

subject areas.

It should be emphasized, at the outset, that tracking students at

all levels of schooling is not an orderly phenomenon in which schoca prac-
r-

tices are consistent or even reflective of clearly stated school or district

policies. To the contrary, sorting out what trackthg actually occurs at a

sch)ol is much like putting together the pieces of a puzzle. Only two

schools in our sample provided us with any document explicitly outlining

the structtre of their tracking systems. Of these two documents, only one

was a formal policy statement; the other was a letter of explanation to

teachers regarding placement criteria. At the rest of the schools phrtial

Information from many sousces was pieced together to complete pictures of

the use of tracking. As a result, estimates of percentages of courses

included in tracking somet.1 4 were quite different from the proportion

calculated from class scheu .s or the percentages found in our sample of

3
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classes. -Takes together,.however, these measures provide a general

impression of the extensiveness of tracking at the schools.

This difficulty"arises for probably many reasons. Even though

tracking is widespread--indeed, only one school-in our sample evidenced

no use of homogeneous grouping--it is a topic which school people are

reigctant to discuss openly. This reluctance extends not only to outsiders

such as researchers, but to people within the schools. themselves. This

undoubtedly leads to confusion at the schools and inconsistencies between

what might be policT and what becomes practice.

For example, at one of our junior high schools, Newpor0 no track-

in polity was found in written statements about how_ the school operates.

From all appearances' (class schedules, teacher's record books, course of

study outlines, etc..) it seemed than tracking did not operate at, this

school. A corwersation with the counselor, however, revealed that academic

classes at the school were systematically tracked into four levels, but

that classesclasses are,labeled in writing only on the counsaors' master schedule

r

for the year. Parents are not routinely informed of the level*of their

children's classes and records are not kept from year to year. This "hid-
,

den" nature of the tracking system at the school is due, according to the

counselor, to'the controversial nature of homogeneous grouping and to'the

school's wish to avoi- damaging the children or parents. Understandably,

collecting data about tracking at this school was extremely difficult.

Inconsistericies between tracking policies and practices also arose

when policy was clearly stated. At one orour high.ichools, Euclid, there

was clearly stated policy of no tracking or homogeneous grouping. The

* Names of schools and districts in this report are fictitious.

4



principal, in conversrtion, discussed at length the registration procedure

in which any student may, select any class at the school. Yet it was clear

from his comments that an Informal system existed at Euclid whereby, during

the 1::.gistration procedure, 'students were guided into classes deemed appro-

priate for their expected futures. As a result, as our sample indicates,

perhaps half of the classes at Euclid were homogeneous groups of students.

Therefore, tracking was certainly a practice at this school, regardless of

the policy.

In some schools, where policy concerning tracking was clearly

followed in practice, unexpected and unplanned "tracking" occurred in

addition to the deliberate groupings. At schools where the deliberate

tracking was extensive and pervaded many subject areas and where there was

little flexibility in the system, classes not intentionally tracked

apparently became homogeneous group& because of scheduling requirements.

Bradford Junior High is a school at which this phenomenon seemed to occur.

Since students stayed together in tracks for four or five periods, it is

unlikely that .the schedule permitted a wide 'diffusion of these students for

the remainder of the school day. We can gee this happening in our sample

at Brdford Junior High as some art, physical education, and vocational

education classes -were identified as homogeneous groups, although they were

not tracked according to school policy.

It is possible to cite other examples of the inconsistencies and

confusion surrounding tracking in our sampled schools, but the above

examples should illustrate the point. Tracking is a complex phenomenon in

schools and, while an integral part of the organizational structure at most

schools, it is obscured by a variety of factors. Even so, it is possible

to describe schools on several dimensions and to make comparisons between

5



them and between the different levels of schooling. In doing so, however,

the following information about our data should be kept in mind. Information

gained from master schedules, teacher I.D. lists, and school publications

usually revealed'an intentional or overt tracking system; usually when this

occurred, labels were apart of the course titles. Information from the

school reports and curriculum materials was often less clear. It is

apparent that, in some cases, homogeneous groupings simply happened without

any intentional placement or structural system operating. In considering-

these two types of information and the lack of overall clarity in the data

about the exact nature of the tracking systems or grouping practices at

each of the s "hools, the following analogy from Findley ana Bryan's

The Pros and Cons of Ability Grouping (Phi Delta Kappa, 1975) may be helpful.

"At high school, assignment to a curriculum or program of studY.may be

made part of a total ability grouping program. On the other hand, ability

grouping is often accomplished to a degreE by &process of self-selection in

which individual students choose their programs of study freely or With some

regard to prerequisites. In essential respects, the difference between the

two methods is analogous to the distinction between de jure and de facto

segregation."

For all levels of schooling we can be quite sure that the adults

and students at every school but one-Euclid Elementary--included in this

report are involved in and influenced by some type of tracking system, as

the existence of such a structural variable at a school affects all of the

participants. The existence of tracking at a school impl4es that placement

decisions are being made about all students who take a tracked Subject or

who request to take a tracked subject. Furthermore, since all of the school.

back in what are usually required academic subjects-- except the two Euclid

6



schools previously noted--a fair assumption would be that placement de-

cisions are being made about all of the students in the schools considered

in this discussion. In this respect, then tracking is a very pervasive and

salient feature of the schools in the study and most likely impacts the

quality of life for both the students and adults in them.

7
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HIGH SCHOOLS: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

The thirteen senior high schools in the Study of Schooling sample were

considerably varied in their emphasis on academic and vocational subjects.

Viewed according to the percentage of FTE teaching positions in each\area

the mean percentage of academic FTEs at the high schools is 58.53 percent,

a little over half of the schools teaching positions. The range, however,

is 29 percentage points, from 41 percent at Euclid, with the lowest academic

emphasis to 70 percent at Manchester with the most extensive academic program

(See Table 7). Similarly the high schools were varied in their emphasis on

vocational subjects. The mean FTEs in vocational subjects is 23.61 percent

of the. total FTEs. The range in vocational teaching positions is so 29

points, from Palisades with the least stress on vocational subjects at 13

percent to Fairfield with the greatest emphasis at 42 "percent of the FTEs

(See Table 8).

Tracking policies and practices at the high schools were varied as well.

Policies range from a clear statement of no-tracking at Euclid to a formal

outline of six curriculum tracks and homogeneous grouptftg_procedures in

academic subjects at Palisades. The examination of practices, however, reveals

that tracking existed at all of the sampled high schools and is estimated to

hive extended from 33 1/3 percent at Laurel to 100 percent of the curricular

offerings at Fairfield and Rosement (See Table 3).

The number of subject areas in which students are sorted is one in-

dication of how extensive a tracking system is at a school. The high schools

in the sample varied considerably in this respect as well. At Vista, homo-

geneous grouping appears to have occurred in only four subject areas. At

Fairfield, Rosemont and Atwgter, on the'other hand, students vkere sorted in



all eight subject areas. The chart below indicates the number of subjects

tracke' at each of the thirteen high schools.

Number of Subjects
Tracked

1

2

3

4 Vista

Schools

5 Palisades, - Dennison, Woodlake, Newport

6 C,-estview, Laurel, Bradford, Euclid

7 Manchester

8 Fairfield, Rosemont, Atwater

Some subject areas seemed to be tracked in high schools far more often

than others wish academic subjects most likely to be-separated into homogeneous

achievement/ability groups. The following chart indicates the number of high

schools tracking in each subject area. It should be noted that these numbers

include both schools that tracked in those subject areas according to policy

4 and those schools who had tracked classes in these subjects even though it

was not a part of stated policy:

English -- 13 schools

Math -- 13 schools

Science -- 13 schools

Social Studies -- 10 schools

Foreign Language -- 11 schools

Arts -- 4 schools

Vocational Education -- 11 schools

Physical Education -- 4 schools

These numbers do not mean that all of the classes in these subjects at these

schools were tracked. Many of the schools, in fact, had both homogeneous and

9
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heterogeneous classes within subject areas. Theca numbers, however, do

indicate that students were being sorted in these subject areas at the

number of schools listed. It is interesting to note, however, while some

subject areas were almost always tracked and some almost never, every subject

area was taught to a homogeneous group of students somewhere in the high school

sample.

High school tracking systems vary as well in the amount of flexibility

in their structure.- At some schools, Fairfield, for example it appears that

students were locked into their entire school program as a result of track

placement. At other schools, Vista is a good example, students were placed

into track levels subject by subject and may have had courses at more than

one level.

The following chart includes a listing of the thirteen high schools and

whether students were formally tracked into more than one subject area by a

single decision or whether formal tracking decisions were made subject by

-.subject. Euclid, the one school with an entirely informal tracking system

is included in a separate category.

Less Flexible-- More Flexible-- No Formal
Tracking Across Subjects Tracking Subject by Subject System

Fairfield Vista Euclid

Atwater Crestview

Palisades Rosemont

Bradford Newport

Woodlake

Laurel

Manchester

Missing data -- Dennison Secondary School

While there appears to have been some variation in the degree of

mobility--the extent to which students change track levels from year to year--

among the schools, this mobility existed in a context of overall stability of

X5.10 I c;



track placements. The general rule at most schools was that nearly all

students remained et assigned track levels 'from year to year. No school

administrator estimated more than a 30 percent change. The following chart

includes he estimates of between-track mobility for some of the senior high

schools. Many schools, however, did not provide an estimate of track level

mobility.

Less than 10%

Movement of Students Among.
Track Levels

102-20% 21% -30%

Laurel Atwater Crestview

Dennison Fairfield

Bradford

Missing data: Vista, Fairfield, Newport Woodlake,
Palisades, Manchester, Euclid

It is interesting to note that, of the schools giving estimates of movement

of students among track levels, two reported the bulk of this movement as

reassignment to a lower track levels: Crestview (20%), Rosemont (25%). At

Rosemont, in fact, track movement was attributed to incorrect initial place-

ments resulting from °student input" which necessitated the subsequent

movement of a large percentage of students to lower track levels.

The locus of control regarding track decisions, at most of the schools,

resided with tbs counselors. Teachers appear to have had considerable input

at many schools, parents at a few, and students at almost none. In the

following chart, the primary decision makers at each school are shown:



Locus of Control--Placement Decisions

Counselors/ Counselors/ Counselors/Teachers
Counselors Teachers Teachers Teachers/Parents Parents/Studelits

Crestview

Fairfield*

Manchester

Bradford

Dennison

Newport

Atwater Vista Rosemont

Woodlake Palisades

Laurel Euclid

Taking these characteristics together, it is possible to gain an im-

pression of the relative overall amount of stratification and degree of rigidity

in the tracking practices at the thirteen high schools. Atwater High School

appears to have had the most highly stratified and rigid system of the thirteen

in that if was the only school that had all of the following characteristics.

The majority of classes offered at the school were groupcA homogeneossly,

including classes in all academic subjects. Students were placed in a track

level for more than one class rather than having separate placement decisions

made for each subject area. Fewer than 20 percent-of the students were

estimated to change their placement level in classes from year to year. And,

finally, there was no indication that students had a role in track placement

decisions.

It should be noted, too, that the tracking systems at Palisades,

Bradford, Fairfield, and Rosemont were also highly stratified. Nevertheless,

Atwater's system appears to be the most so.

*
At Fairfield and Newport the school reports indicate that the decisions were

made jointly with parents and students. Since a heavy reliance was placed on
aptitude and achievement teats in these decisions, it seems clear that despite
the stated policy counselors had the primary responsibility at these schools.

12
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The least structured system was at Euclid, with no formal tracking

system operating, only informal guidance at the time of registration for classes.

Of the schools with structured systems, the least stratified and rigid appears

to have been at Woodlake, one school at which the principal was openly opposed

to tracking. Only a quarter of the classes offered were homogeneous groups,

and while several academic subjects were included, many classes in each subject

were heterogeneous. Placement decisions were made for each subject area

separately. Students at Woodlake, however, appear not'to have had a role in

placement decisions. Additiolally, we have no information about how much'

mobility occurred for those students in tracked classes. Nevertheless, the

system appears to have been the least rigid of the formal tracking systems at

the high school level. The tracking systems at the other ten schools fall

between these three--Atwater at one end and E,2clid and Woodlake at the other-- #

in their overall amount of rigidity and stratification.

Interestingly, among the high schools the degree of stratificatior

and rigidity in a school's tracking system did nct seem to be linked to"school

demographics. There were no patterns of similarities or differences in

tracking systems related to school size, location, student socioeconomic status

or ethnicity. It wovtd be interesting to explore, however, possible association

between the type of tracking system at a school and other variables--3atis-

faction of both adults and students, for example.

Traditionally, two reasons have been given for the use of tracking

systems and ability grouping--(1) to better meet individual student needs and

(2) to ease the teaching task by reducing the range of student differences

in the classroom. These rationales were the predominant ones given by the

schools in the high school sample as well. Eleven school reports included

statements referring to meeting individual student needs and five included some

13



mention of easing the task of instruction for teachers, some of these

specifically citing the reduced range of student differences toward this end.

Other rationales given included: (1) to allow students to be with peers of

near-equal ability, (2) to segregate students by interest and effort, and

(3) to encourage career education. The thirteen schools, nevertheless, did

not differ markedly in the rationales given for the use of tracking.

The following descriptions of tracking at the thirteen high schools

should make clear the overall similarity of the tracking-systems as well as

the individual differences among them.

fi
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VISTA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
0-

OVERVIEW Of PROGRAM - The course offerings at Vista reflect neither a

predominance of academic nor vocational subjects, but a moderate emphasis

on both types of courses. Fifty-nine percent of the FTE teaching positions

are in academic subjects, placing the school seventh among the sample (along

with Atwater High School) in academic emphasis. Vocational subjects use

22 rercent of the FTEs, placing Vista sixth among the schools in vocational

emphasis.

EXTENT - Deliberate homogeneous grouping by student achievement or ability

occurs in 44 percent of the courses at Vista. Other homogeneous grouping,

due probably to scheduling and/or student interest in course content, also

occurs in some subject areas. No course however, is designated as part of

a particular curriculum track at Vista.

PERVASIVENESS - Classes in three subject areas are homogeneously grouped.

Each grouped subject has four levels.

- English - courses are grouped into four levels (honors, academic,

general, and developmental) at grades 9-11 and into two levels

(academic and general) at grade 12.

students are placed into English courses based on 1) teacher

recommendation, 2) student interest, 3) demonstrated ability

in English and 4) goals of individual students,

-/lath - some course -,r0 listed as academic, general, and develop-

mental; others (presumably the academic group) are sequential

with prerequisite courses required (Algebra, Geometry, etc.)

15
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S "'ence - some courses are specifically designed for the "no-

4
college bound." some courses open only to students in the

"academic course of study," and 'many courses have as pre-

requisites the successful completion. of other courses which

require "academic" standing or successful-completion of

Algebra I.

- Other subject areas at the school are not deliberately grouped.

FLEXIBILITY - Students are placed into leirels in English, math, and science

according to their ability in each of the subject areas. "Students could

take an Academic English, General Science, and Developmental Math if this

was their ability level."

MOBILITY - No data is available as the school reports that it is impossible

to estimate how many students move among the various tracks from year to

year.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Teachers at Vista initiate placement, although the

counselors also advise students as to their appropriate levels in the tracked

subject areas.

RATIONALE - Vista lists several rear:ms for using grouping;

1. Meet ability 1 uvd1 of each student

2. Provide better educational opportunities

3. Allow students to be in a classroom with peers of near equal ability

4. Allow more advanced students classes to better prepare them for
college.

5. Challenge students abilities

to

16
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SAMPLED CLASSES - In the Vista sample the classes fit into the tracking

system in the following ways:

- 3nglish - iyiverage groups
3 low groups

- Math - 1 high group
3 average groups
2 low groups
1 heterogeneous group

- Science - 2 high groups
3 average groups
1 low group
1 heterogeneous grc"p

All other classes are listed as average or heterogeneous groups,

except one Industrial Arts class that*is rated as low. In the total sample

of 48 classes, 69 percent are homogeneous groups.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - The Regional Evaluation of Vista gives this

additional information about tracking at the school:

"Past educational experiences of new students to Vista
High are analyzed before placing students into programs._ The
students are then given a choice of three to four ele4tives based
on the acquired informsaim..U.4.19)

"Many of the subject areas offer sequential programs for
students of varying abilities and needs." (p.19)

"The Advanced Placement Programs in Math and science offer
extended learning experiences at the college level for gifted
students with appropriate aptitudes." (p.19)

17



CRESTVIEW HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF ROGRAM - Both academic and vocational courses are given

moderate emph is at Crestview with neither'area seeming to dominate the

curricular o erings.' Fifty-eight percent of the FTE teaching positions

were allocated to academic subjects, placing the school ninth in emphasis

on academics among the,sample. Twenty-four percent of the FTEs consisted

of vocational teaching positions,,. Crestview ranks fifth among the schools

in emphasis on vocational subjects.

EXTENT - Fifty percent of the classes'at Cestview are grouped by students

ability or achievement level into honors, average, and basic classes. No

classes are designated as part of a specific curriculum track.

4

PERVASIVENESS - Classes in, four academic subject areas are in4uded in the

tracking system: English, math, social studies and science. Three levels

occur in each of these subjects. Although tnere ia.no deliberate tracking

in other subject areas, the school report indicates that homogeneous

groupings occur td in sampled classes in the following areas: art, broad.

casting, home economics, shorthand, and physical education.

FLEXIBILITY - Although the school report indicates that placement at a

certain level extends to more than one subjec$ area the following notation

was made.:

"Honors classes are scheduled so that it is possible for an
donor student to go through the day 'eking honors courses and not
have a schedule conflict. But students must merit whateyer
placement they are given and no attempt is made by the school
to confine a student to a single level in all areay."

18
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MOBILITY -.The principal estimated that 10 percent of the s-udents move to a

higher track level, 70 percent remain at the same track level and 20 percent

- move to a lower track level from year to year at Crestview.

LOCUS OF CONTRQL - At Crestview the counselors are primarily responsible

for student placement decisicns.

RATIONALE - The following reasons were cited for using tracking at the

school:

"1. To narrow range of abilities found in a classroom

2. To differentiate skills, concepts taught in classes

3. To accomodate reading levels"

SAMPLE CLASSES - In the Crestview sample the classes fit into the tracking

system in the following way:

- English -

- Math -

5 average groups
2 low groups

1 heterogeneous C-oup

2 high groups
1 average group
2 low groups

1 heterogeneous group

- Science - 1 high group
2 average groups
2 low ,groups

- Social Studies - 2 high groups
3 average groups
2 low groups

1 heterogeneous group

Although these classes are the only ones grouped as a part of stated

school poll( other classes in the sample were identified by the school as

homogeneous. The following classes were listed as high groups: Broad-
,

casting, Art I, and Graphic Arts I.

19
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Shorthand band Drafting I were listed as lcw. P.E., Home

Economic II and Sculpture were listed as average groups.

In the total sample of 48 classes, tracking information was

obtained on 42. Of these, 76 percent were identified as homogeneous

groups.

..11.11r
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FAIRFIELD HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - The curricular offerings at Fairfield High

reflect a strong emphasis on vocational as compared to academic education

at the school. Academic subjects use only 46 percent of the FTE teaching

positions at Fairfield, placing the school twelth among the thirteen high

schools in academic emphasis. Vocational subject teaching, on the other
4,1

hand, occupies 42 percent of tKe.FTEs at the school. Fairfield with this,

strong emphasis on vocational courses ranked first among the sample in

percentage of FTEs devoted to the vocational area.

EXTENT - Two kinds of tracking operate at Fairfield High School. First,

students are placed in either an Academic or Vocational curriculum. Academic

students take academic courses, electives, and physical education. As a pare

of,this'curriculum, students in the Academic program are strongly encouraged

to take chemistry, foreign language and a fourth year of English; course

work beyond the basic requirements. Vocational students take a limited

number of academics and vocational subjects. Vocational students do not

take physical education. It is estimated by the school that 55 to 70 percent

of the students at Fairfield participate in the Vocational program. Second,

within some subject areas, deliberate homogeneous grouping cf students by

achievement or ability is effected. In these groupings vocational students

are usually in the classes at the lower levels. Because of the separation

of students into bothlastinct curricula and into ability and achievement

groups, it is estimated that tracking extends to the total school program.
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PERVASIVENESS - English and math classes are grouped by student achievement

or ability at Fairfield. English courses are intended to be either

Advanced Placement courses or heterogeneous groups. In some of the heter-

ogeneous English classes, however, certain achievement levels predominate.

Math classes are divided into foum,:levels: Advanced Placement, Algebra I

'and II sequence, Introduction to Algebra I and II sequenceand Funda-

mentals of Math I and II.

Although no deliberate placements are made in science and social

studies classes, because of the differing requirements for vocational and

academic students and scheduling procedures (vocational students take their

academic subjects in blocks), homogeneous groups do appear in these subjects.

This pattern occurs in other subject areas as well.

FLEXIBILITY - There is not automatic placement across subjects as a result

of a.st- e's curriculum track or placement level in math. It should be

noted, howevler, that since the schedule is arranged so that vocational

student hgis-courses in blocks (academics in the morning, vocational

in t afternoon, or the reverse) flexibily is limited.
/

LITT - No data is available about the movement of students between

tracks from year to year at Fairfield.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Placement decisions are made by counselors, students,

and patents relying lairgely on the results of the Illinois Test of Educa-

tional Development given at the end of the 9th and 11th grades. For English

and math class placement, aenievement tests are given to determine whether

a student belongs in an Advanced Placement or regular group. Teachers

have little or no input in placement decisions.
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RATIONALE - Three reasons are given for tracking at Fairfield:

1. Board policy

2. Meet individual needs of students

3. "Principal-Parent-Teacher input",

SAMPLED CLASSES - In filling 'ut the form identifying sampled classes by

predominant achievement level, the principal gave the numbers of students

at high, average, and low achievement levels in each class. This report

indicates that while classes nua2 be considered heterogeneous some

are clearly dominated by specific achievement levels. These are:

- English - 1 high class
2 average classes

3 heterogeneous classes

- Math - 2 low classes

4 heterogeneous classes

- Science - 1 high class

4 heterogeneous classes

- Social Studies - 1 low class
3 heterogeneous classes

The vocational classes seem to vary as well in their predominant

student achievement levels. Arts and physical educatiun classes seem to be

consistently heterogenemsly grouped. It should be remembered, however, that

students in the Vocational program do not take physical education classes;

these classes are probably not representative of the total school population

and must be considered tracked classes. Of the 46 sampled classes; 42 percent

are estimated to be homogeneous groups. However, all classes at Fairfield are

a part of a very salient tracking system.
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ROSEMONT HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM - At Rosemont both academic and vocational subjects seem

to be important in the school curriculum. Academic subject area teaching

positions comprise 67 percent of the FTEs at Rosemont, placing the school

third among the sample in academiC emphasis. Twenty-one percent of the FTE

teaching positions are in vocational subjects, indicating a moderate emphasis

compared with the other high schools in the sample. Rosemont ranks seventh

in vocational emphasis (along with Atwater High School).

EXTENT - Two types of tracking exist at Rosemont. Students are placed in

either an Academic or Vocational course.. Students in the Vocational curri-

culum take vocational classes in addition to their academic requirements

for graduation. Vocational students do not take physical education which

further separates them from Academic students. In addition to the differ-

entiated Vocational and Academic curricula, courses in some subject areas

are homogeneously grouped by student ability or achievement levels. Sixty-

three percent of the classes at the school are grouped in this way. However,

since separation of students occurs as well in vocational and P.E. courses,

tracking can be considered to extend to the total school curriculum.

PERVASIVENESS - At Rosemont the classes in the four basic academic areas

(English, math, science, and social studies) are grouped homogeneously into

three levels: honors, regular, and basic. Vocational courses are dominated

by students in the vocational track. Physical education courses are taken

only by non-vocational students. Arts and music classes are grouped in that

introductory courses are open to anyone but advanced courses, such as Art II,
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consist of groups of students selected because of their ability or achieve-

ment in the subject area. This is true also for some of the advanced

business courses.

FLEXIBILITY - Students are placed into levels subject by subject. Placement

at a level in one subje-' area does not automatically affect placement in

other subjects. Vocational students participate in the regular academic

program for their English, math, science, and social studies classes.

Although they are not automatically restricted to any track level, vocational

students are not usually in the higher level academic courses.

MOBILITY - There is some mobility between levels in academic subjects with

the estimate given that about 25 percent of the students move downward in place-

ment each year A school administrator attributed this mobility to incorrect

placements as a result of 'student input."

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Advisors and students select placement levels using

teacher recammen tions. If, however, a student strongly feels that he/she

should be placed at a higher level than recommended by a teacher, the student's

wishes have superceded the recommendation. Vocational students are selected

by teacher recommendation, interviews, and the search of student records. The

criteria for entry are good attendence, responsibility, and attitude.

RATIONALE - No rationale was given by the school for its use of tracking.

SAMPLED CLASSES - At Rosemon.. the sampled classes fit into the tracking system

in the following way:
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- Math

Science -

- Social Studies -

2 high classes
1 average class
2 low classes
2 heterogeneous classes

1 high class
4 average classes
2 low classes

3 high classes
2 average classes
2 low classes

7 heterogeneous classes

- Foreign Language - 2 average classes
1 heterogeneous class

- Other Subject Areas - All other classes are listed as hetero-
geneous groups with the exception of
Bookkeeping and Shorthand which were
listed as average classes.

Of the 48 classes in the sample, 42 percent were listed by the

school as homogeneous groups. It should be remembered, however, that

the separation of students at Rosemont is far more extensive than this

percentage implies.
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NEWPORT HIGh SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - At Newport the course offerings reflect a moderate

aiiphaaia on academics with 61 percent of the total FTEs in English, math,
.

science or social etudies. Newport ranks sixth in proportion of academic

FTEs among the high schools in the sample. Thirteen percent of the FTEs at

Newport are in vocational subjects, placing the school last (along with

Palisades) among the high school sample in vocational emphasis.

EXTENT - At Newport, tracking is found throughout the school prograth with the

school reporting that 65 percent of the classes are either designated as part

of a curriculum track or homogeneously grouped by achievement or ability.

PERVASIVENESS - Homogeneously grouped classes are found in all subject areas

except physical education, although the information bn the sampled classes

provided by the school indicates that most arts And vocational education and

some social science classes are heterogeneously grouped.

- English - Several tracks are in operation. 'Students are
placed at each level based on achievement test
scores, prior academic performance, teacher
recommendations, and proficiency in the English
language. Courses are at the following levels:
advanced placement, acadetically enriched,
averate,'basic, remedial, and English-as-a-
second-language.

- Math - Same tracking system in operation as in the
English department.

Science -

- Social Studies -

Same tracking system in operation as in the
English department (ESL students take a health
course, however, which seems to be separate
from:the science department).

Same tracking system in opeldation as in the
English department.
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- Other subject areas - Some foreign linguage and business classes are
homogeneously grouped. Other subject areas
seem to have heterogeneously grouped students.

FLEFIBILITY - At Newport students are grouped subject-by-subject and the usual

practice is that the placement of a student at a particular level in one subject

does not influence placements in other subject areas. However many students

often fall at the same level in various subjects.

MOBILITY - The counselor interviewed was unable to estjmate the approximate

number of students whu change track levels each year.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - The counselor report from Newport indicates that counselors,

teachers, and parents share the responsibility for placement of students in

tracks, but placement tests appear to play a major role as well.

RATIONALE - According to the counselor, at Newport tracking is used for the

following reasons:

1. So that students can be placed in classes where they can achieve
(instead of fail).

2. To prevent teachers from aiming all instruction at the average.

3. Because teachers feel obligated to present certain material and
maintain certain standards - -they feel more comfortable doing this
with homogeneous groups.

`4. Because individualized education just doesn't seem to happen.

SAMPLED CLASSES - In the Newport sample, the classes fit into the tracking

system in the following ways:

- English -

- Math -

33

1 high class
A average classes
1 low class
1 heterogeneous class (drama)

2 high classes
3 average classes
1 low class
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- Science

- Social Studies -

2 high classes
2 average classes
2 low classes

.1 high class
2 average classes
5 heterogeneous classes

- Foreign Language - 1 high class

- Other subject areas - all heterogeneous groups except one
"average" accounting class

Of the total sample of 46 clauses:, 54 percent were identified as homogeneous

groups.

r
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WOODLAKE UIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - With 57 percent of the total FTEs irk/Academic

subjects, Woodlake ranks tenth among the high schools in the sample in

academic emphasis. And, with 27 percent of the FTEa in vocational subjects,

Woodlake ranks fourth among the schools in this area.

EXTENT - Woodlake High School reports the smallest amount of deliberate

tracking of any of the senior high schools, with an estimate of only 25 percent

of the classes grouped by ability or achievement. In addition, Woodlake reports

that they have no designated curriculum tracks.
ar

PERVASIVENESS - Three subject areas are included in Woodlake's tracking system,

English, mathematics, and science. But, only a few classes in each of these

subjects are grouJed; the others are heterogeneous groups.

FLEXIBILITY - When a student is placed in an achievement or ability group in

one subject, the usual'practice is that this placement does not affect place-

'sent in other subjects.

MOBILITY - The principal indicated that because so little grouping takes

place at the school the mobility between track levels is impossible to estimate.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - The counselors play the most important role in track place-

ment at Woodlake. The counselors use both student grade point average and

other types of record!: of past performance. Teachers have some input in this

process as well.
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RATIONALE - While no rationale for grouping at Woodlake was given in the

school report, the counselor mentioned specifically that the principal was

22221e1 to this type of grouping and 6td not believe it to be educationally

sound. Apparently the principal's men area of concern was the negative

effects of identifying and labeling of groups of people.

SAMPLED CLASSES - In the Woodlake sample, the classes fit into the tracking

system as follows:

- English - 6 heterogeneous groups

- Math - 3 high classes'
1 low class

1 heterogeneous class

- Science - 2 high classes
1 low class

1 heterogeneous class

- Social Studies - 2 average classes
3 heterogeneous classes

- Foreign Language - 1 high class
- 1 heterogeneous class

- Other subject areas - All heterogeneous classes except
1 high instrumental music class and
high woodshop class

Of the total sample of 36 classes 33%Were identified as homogeneous groups.
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ATWATER HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - At Atwater the course offeringi reflect a moderate,

emphasis on both academic and vocational courses with neither area seeming

to dominate the curriculum. Fifty-nine percent of the FTE teaching positions

are ellocated to academic subjects. Atwater, thus, ranks seventh (along with

Vista) in academic emphasis. Twenty-one percent of the FTE teaching positiohs

are in vocational subjects, placing the school seventh (along with Rosemont)

among the high school sample in vocational emphasis.

EXTENT - At Atwater it appears that tracking is found throughout the school

program with the school reporting that 70 percent of the classes are in

specified curriculum tracks and that 30 percent are homogenebutly grouped by

achievement or ability.

PERVASIVENESS - Deliberate grouping occurs in all subject areas except the

arts and physical education. These subject areas comprise 79 percent of the

me courses at the school. In addition, homogeneous grouping seems to occur in

all subject areas, however, according to the school report on the sampled

classes.

- English -

- Math -

The exact nature of the grouping system
is unclear. The basic sequence of courses,
English 1-8 are sometimes labeled with an
R (remedial, repeat?). Other courses seem
designed especially for low achieving
students (Remedial reading, Reading for
Pleasure and Knowledge) or for high achievers
(College English).

Three track, can be inferred from the course
titles and are confirmed by the school re-
port on the sampled classes. Low courses
are Pre-Algebra and Practical Math; high
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courses are Adv. Algebra, Trig./Math
Analysis, Honors Geometry, etc.
Other courses seem to be designed for
average students.

- Science - Three tracks seem to be operating:,

1) Low: Consumer Biology, Con-
sumer Chemistry

2) Average: Biology

- Social Studies -

3) High: Chemistry, Physics,
Entymology, Zoology.

Some classes are labeled R (repeat,
remedial?). The school's report,
however, indicates that th classes in
the sample are average groups.

- Other subject areas - Homogeneous grouping slams to occur in
all subject areas at the school.

FLEXIBILITY - The usual practice at Atwater is that when a student has been

placed in an achievement or ability group or curriculum track his/her place-

ment in classes in more than one subject areas is automatically affected.

MOBILITY - The 4hool report indicates that 10 percent Of the students move

up in placement each year, 80 percent remain at the same level, and 10 percent

4

'go down in placement.,

LOCUS OF CONTROL - At Atwater, teachers are primarily responsible for place-

,
ment decisions.

RATIONALE - The following reasons were given for grouping at AtwaVter:

"To provide teacher; with blesses in which the students have com-
parable ability. To segregate students by interest and effort. To provide

continuity in learning. To provide students with smaller classes for more
individualized instruction."



SAMPLED CLASSES - In the Atwater sample the classes fit into the tracking

system in the following ways.

- English - 1 high class
2 average classes
1 heterogeneous class (Journalism)

- Math -

-Science -

- Social Studies -

1 high class
1 average class
1 low class

2 high classes
2 average classes
1 low class

3 average classes

All other subject areas had homogeneous groups in the sample as

well.

Among the total sample of 27 classes, 89 percent were listed

by the school as homogeneous groups. Given the extentioriiacking in the

Atwater program, the sample is probably reflective of the school as a

whole in regard to tracking.
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PALISADES HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM - The course offerings at Palisades reflect a highly

academic orientation. Sixty eight percent of the FTE teaching positions

are in academic subjects which places the school second among the high

_schools'in the sample in academic emphasis. In contrast, 13 percent of the

FTE teaching positions are in vocational subjects. Thus, Palisades (along

with Newport, which also has 13 percent of its FTEs in vocational subjects)

has the least emphasis on vocational subjects of the high schools.

EXTENT - There are six curriculum tracks at Palisades: three oriented

toward college preparation, one oriented toward preparation for entry level

positions in business offices and marketing, and two general courses that

"do not necessarily prepare a student for college." One of the college

preparatory and one of the general tracks emphasize the performing arts.

Although the tracks are separate, the courses within them overlap: Homo-

geneous grouping within these overlapping courses occurs in some subject

areas with deliberate separation of students extending to 68% of the classes.

Additional separation occurs in other subject areas as students fn each

track are expected to take more courses in selected areas than students in

the other tracks (e.g.; students in the Business Education Program take 9

courses in vocational subjects, while students in College Preparatory Level I

take the equivalent of 1 course in vocational subjects). The extent of

tracking, therefore, undoubtedly exceeds 70 percent.

PERVASIVENESS - At Palisades, deliberate separation of students by achieve-
,

scent or ability within and across tracks occurs ftvEnglish/language arts,

mathematics, social studies, science, and foreign language classes.
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- English - Five tracks operate in the English department; Honors,

Above Average, Average, Basic, or CVAE (Coordinated Vocational

Academic Education)liclasses are labeled according to

track level, except for a few electives (yearbook ana newspaper).

- Math - Many clsAses are labeled as either honors or basic; other

classes are presumed to be average. The school report indicates

that in addition to the three groupings, business math classeS

are heterogeneous.

- Science -_our tracks seem evident with low classes labeled basic,

unlabeled classes forming the average track and a few classes

seemingly designated for high achievers, labeled honors. Mew

science classes are labeled CVAE. Some science electives are

heterogendbusly grouped (Ecology, r 1 Science).

- Social Studies - Although no track labels appear in course titles

and the school reports that the classes in the Semple are

heterogeneous, the curriculum materials sent by teachers and

the principal's report indicate that social studies classes

are hOmogeneously grouped at Pai'sades.

- Foreign Language - Only students iu three collegepreparatory

tracks take foreign language classes.

FLEXIBILITY There is little flexibility in the tracking at Palisades.

Placement in a track determines placement in classes in a variety of subject

Areas.

MOBILITY - No data is available on the movement of students between tracks

from year to year.
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LOCUS OF CONTROL - Teachers at Palisades have the primary responsibility

for making placement decisions about students within tracks, Parents and

students decide on the curriculum track a student will follow, (It is

unlikely, however, that parents and students make these decisions independent

of any school influence: teacher recommendation( counselor advisement, and/or

test scores).

RATIONALE - Administrators at Palisades state they use tracking as a means

of meetipg individual's needs and, choices,
p

SAMPLED CLASSES - Classes in the Palisades sample were grouped in the

following ways:

- English - 4 high. classes
2 average classes
1 low class

- Math -7 2 high classes

2 average classes
1 low class
2 heterogeneous classes (Business Math)

- Science - 2 high classes
1 average class
2 low classes
2 heterogeneous classes

- Social Studies - 8 heterogeneous classes

- Foreign Language - 1 high class
1 average class
1 low claes

- Other Subject Areas - all heterogeneous groups

In the total sample of 48 classes 42 percent of the classes are homogeneous

groups.
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LAUREL HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - The course offerings at Laurel reflect a strong academic

emphasis at the school. Sixty-five percent of the FTE teaching positions are

in academic subject areas, placing Laurel fourth among the high schools in the

sample in academic emphasis. It should be noted, however, that the apparent'

strength of the academic program is somewhat misleading, as it is not reflec-

tive of a rich and varied selection of courses. Vocational education occupies

a relatively weak position in the curriculum at Laurel with only 15 percent of

the FTEs allocated to vocational subjects. The school ranks tenth among the

sample of high schools in vocational emphasis. As with the academic offerings,

the vocational classes seem rather limited. These curricular limitations may

in part be a reflection of the school's small size and relative poverty.

EXTENT - About one third of the classes at Laurel arP grouped according to the

achievement or ability levels of students. No curriculum tracks as such, how-

ever, exist at the school./

PERVASIVENESS - Deliberately grouped classes exist in English/language arts

and math classes. Although no overt tracking exists in other subject areas,

, homogeneous groups do occur inacience, social studies, foreign language, and

vocational classes.

- English -

- Math -

The curriculum materials indicate that
low and average (regular) groupings
occur in grades 9, 10, and 11. The
school report on sampled'classes reveals
that both heterogeneous and homogeneous
groups appear in the English 1-4 sequence.

Tracking is apparent as some courses are
labeled as basic and ESAA. One course is
labeled Advanced Math. Other courses have
a wide variety of titles with no level indi-
cation. The curriculum materials reveal that
three groupings seem to occur 4n grades 9 and 10.



- Science - Some tracking seems to occur with Math!
Science combinations and Physical Science
basic forming the low track and Physical
Science, Biology, and Chemistry forming
the college preparatory sequence.

FLEXIBILITY - Placement at one level in a subject area does not automatically

affect a student's placement in other classes.

MOBILITY - Few track level changes occur with the principal reporting less .

than 10 percent of the students moving between groups from year to year.

LOCUS OF CONTROL z'CounSelors and teachers are responsible for placement

decisidns made about students at,L3.3rel.

RATIONALE - AccOrding to the principal, what grouping is done at Laurel is

for the purpose of meati.4 individual needs.

SAMPLED CLASSES - Classes in the Laurel sample were grouped in the following

ways:

- English - 1 high class
1 average class
2 low classes
2 heterogeneous classes

- Math - 3 average classes
2 low classes

- Science - 1 high class
2 heterogeneous classes

- Social Studies - 2 average classes
1 heterogeneous class

- Other subject areas - Some homogeneous groups occur in sampled
foreign language and typing classes.
Other subject areas appear to be hetero-
geneously grouped.

Of the total sample of 24 classes, 58 percent were identified as

homogeneous groups.
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MANCHESTER HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - Manchester ranks first among all the high schools

in emphasis on academic courses in the curriculum. Seventy peicent of the

FTE teaching positions are in academic subject areas. At the same time,

vocational subjects are given considerably less emphasis at Manchester than

at many of the schools, with vocational courses occupying 19 percent of the

FTEs. Among the high schools in the sample, Manchester ranks ninth in

emphasis on vocational education.

EXTENT - Tracking extends to most of the school program as anroximately

30 percent of the classes at Manchester, are designated as part of a curricu-

lum track and 20 percent of the classes are homogeneously grouped by student

achievement or ability.

PERVASIVENESS - The report from the school indicates that tracking involves

classes in the following subject areas: English/language arts, math, science,

social studies, and foreign language:

- English - The English 1-6 course sequence is
tracked into four levels: honors,
regular, special, and remedial.
12th grade electives are not tracked,
but an AP (Advanced Placement) class
exists for high achieving sLniors.

- Math Two sequences seem to be offered
designed for students at different
achievement levels.

1) Low: General Math 1-2, Math
Competency, Refresher Math 1-2.

2) Average to High: pre-Algebra,
Algebra, Geometry, etc.

The school report indicates sampled math
classes are grouped homogeneously at three
achievement levels.
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- Science - Some division of courses by achievement

level exists but classes are not so labeled.
The college preparatory sequence is fairly
clear: Biology I, Chemistry I & II, etc.
The lower track seems to consist of Physio-
logy, General Biology, General Chemistry,
etc.

- Social Studies, - The only obvious tracking is the designa-
tion of an American History section as
Honors. A. wide variety of course titles
may obscure the grouping practices in
social studies. The school report indicates
that sampled social studies classes are
either homogeneous average groups or heter-
ogeneous groups.

- Foreign language -. Classes are designated for high achieving
students.

.FLEXIBILITY - Placement at a level in one subject area does not automatically

affect a student's placement in classes in other subjects.

MOBILITY - No data is available about the movement of students between track

levels at Manchester.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - At Manchester, Administrators'are primarily responsible

for student placement decisions.

RATIONALE - According to the principal at Manchester:

"This grouping allows my chief of programming (assistant principal
assigned) to adequately set up the master schedule. Our academic departments
are especially appreciative of our efforts,'as it allows them to forecast
classes, assign teachers properly, and in general. permits our maintaining the
various programs of the college bound and other students while they are
students at this high school. Many ways have been tried in the past, but we
here at Manchester feel this type of grouping is most satisfactory for our
'needs."

kt
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SAMPLED CLASSES - At Manchester the sampled classes fit into the tracking

system in the folltdv/ing ways:

- English - 3 average classes
3 heterogeneous classes

- Math - 5 high classes
3 average classes
1 low class
1 heterogeneous class

- Science - 1 high class
4 low classes

- Social Studies - 4 average classes
6 heterogeneous classes

- Other subject areas - Homogeneous groups in the sampled classes
were foreign language, electronics, and
ballet. Other subject areas appear to
have heterogeneous groupings.

Among the total sample of 48 classes, 50 percent were identified

homogeneous groups. (Tracking at Manchester is clearly more extensive than

the sample of classes suggests.
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BRADFORD HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - Academic. subjects receive a, strong emphasis at

Bradford with 62 percent of the iTE teaching positions allocated to courses

in the academic areas. Bradford ranks fifth among the high schools in the

sample in academic emphasis. The stress on vocational education at the

school, on the other hand, is quite weak with vocational subject teaching

comprising only 14 percent of the FTEs. Among the high schools, Bradford

ranked eleventh in vocational emphasis. Interestingly, the only two schools

ranking lower (Newport and Palisades) both allocate 13 percent of their FTEs

to vocational subjects. Bradford, therefore, is clearly at the low end of

the scale in the inclusion of vocational education as a part of the curricu-

lum. This is especially interesting in view of the fact that the school cites

the encouragement of career education as one of its reasons for tracking.

EXTENT - The school reports that 50 percent of the classes at Bradford are

designated as part pf specific curriculum tracks and that an additional 15 per-

cent are grouped according to student ability or achievement. Intended tracking

at the school, therefore, extends to 65 percent of the school program.

PERVASIVENESS - Deliberate homogeneous grouping is effected in English/language

arts, social studies, and.acience classes. Homogeneity, however, occurs in

other subject areas as well.

- English - Tracking is clearly evident as most classes
are labeled basic, core, vocational, or
advanced placement. Other classes have no
track label although some (Fundamentals of
Writing Skills) appear to be directed at
lower achieving students.
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- Science - Two tracks operate:

- Social Studies -

- Math -

1) Not for college bound
(designated in course de-
scription handbook): Life
Science, Earth Sdience.

2) College prep: Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Astronomy, Microbiology.

The trrcking system is net obvious except
for some labeled as honors. A wide variety
of course-titles obscures grouping practices.
The school's description booklet indicates
that some social studies courses are desig--
nated'unot for college bound," and with
other descriptions indicating the achieve-
ment level of students at which the course
is aimed.

Although different levels of the same class
do not occur, two distinct groups of classes
exist:

1) Low: Basic Math, Math/Algebra, Basic
Geometry, Senior Math.

2) Av. to High: Algebra, Plane Geometry,
Algebra 2, Plane 61 Solid Geometry,
Algebra 2 and Trigonometry, Calculus.

Many courses in the second group have prere-
quisite courses and some require-the attain-
ment of a particular grade in the prerequisite
course.

FLEXIBILITY - At Bradford, there is little flexibility in the grouping system as

placement at a level or in a track in one subejct area automatically affects a

student's placement in classes in other subject areas as well.

MOBILITY - Approximately 30 percent of the students move upward irfplacement,

68 percent of the students remain at the same level, and 2 percent ofthe

#
students move to lower groups or tracks from year to year at Bradford.
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LOCUS OF CONTROL - 'Counselors are primarily responsible for making student

placement decisions.

RATIONAll'- The following reasons were cited for the use of grouping:

1. More efficient in cion

2. Encourages career e cation

3._ M re opportunity to irovide individualized instruction.

ing ways:

N4

The sampled classes at Bradford were grouped in the follow-

- English -

- Math -

- Science -

- Social Studies -

4 high classes
4 average classes
1 low class

2 high Classes
1 average class
1 low class

2 high classes
2 average classes

2 high classes
2 average classes

3 lok classes

- Other subject areas - School report indicates homogeneous
groupings in foreign language and
busyness classes. All others appear to
be heterogeneous groupings.

Of the total sample of 48 classes 69 percent are identified,as homo-

geneous groups.
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EUCLID HIGH SCHOOL

OVEHI7TEW OF THE PROGRAM - Of all of the high schools in the sample, Euclid has

the leait emphasis on academics. Of their total FTE teaching positions only

41 percent were in academic areas. This is considerably lower than Manchester,

with the greatest emphasis, 70 percent of FTEs devoted to academics. In con-

trast, the emphasis on vocational subjects at Euclid is very strong. Forty-one

percent of the FTEA are allOcated to vocational subject teaching, placing

Euclid second only to Fairfield (with 42 percent) among the high schools in the

sample in vocational emphasis.

t_

EXTENT AND PERVASIVENESS - No official or systematic tracking or grouping policy

exists at Euclid Senior High School. All classes are technically open to all

students. However, homogeneous groupings do occur regularly in classes at the

school primarily as a result of the selection of courses meeting college en-

trance arequirements by college'bound students and not by others. College pre-

paretory, courses are not restricted in their enrollment, but as a result of

the course content and difficulty level of the classes homogeneity in student

ability and achievement usually results in some courses. The school report

on the levels of the sampled classes confirms this practice as courses in

academic areas: English, science and social studies are both homogeneous

and heterogeneous groupings. Math seems a little more structured than the

other subject areas as course equences and prerequisites determine enrollment,

although the higher sequence, Algebra I, etc., is open to any student.

Implicit tracking then does seem to occur at Euclid iu these ways. In addition,,

the staff, in a very informal way, guides student placement during registration

for classes, making sure that students VAC' are presumed to be college bear take

highly academic courses.
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FLEXIBILITY - Because students are not systematically placed in classes,

there is-a great deal of flexibility in the grow'tng at Euclid. However,

as 'the prinicpal reported that the staff makes sire that college bound

students enroll in the necessary courses tcx meet entrance requirements,

less flexibility exists than the policy seems to imply.

MOBILITY - Euclid does not keep records of student placements by ability

or achievement level of classes; therefore, no data on mobility between-

levels is available.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - The students at Euclid ere the primary decision-makers

in their class placements as.they are free to select any, course they wish

to take. The staff has some input as they exert pressure on college bound

students to meet college entrance requirements.

RATIONALE - At Euclid, when deliberate student placements are made they are

"to help gifted and learning disability students achieve the maximum of their

poteAeil."

SAMPLED CLASSES - Homogeneous and heterogeneous groupings occur in the sampled

classes in the following ways:

-English - 3 high classes
1 average class
4 heterogeneous classes

High: Hero/Anti Hero, Journalism,
World Literature ,

Average: Science Fiction

Heterogeneous: Speech FUndamentals,
Vocabulary, Expository Writing,
Grammar Usage (probably a core
program required for every student).
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- Math - 2 high clasSes

- Science - 3 high classes
1 heterogeneous class

- Social Studies - 1 high class
k average class
1 heterogeneous Class

High: Psychology

Average: World Cultures

Heterogeneous: American History

- Other subject areas - Vocational and foreign language classes
are hamogeneowly grouped in the sample.
Other subject areas have heterogeneous
groupings.

Of the total sample of 40 classes, 50 percent are homogeneous

groups. This is a fascinating finding in view of the school policy against

tracking.
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DENNISON SECONDARY SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM - Beceuse Dennison encompasses grades 7 through 12, its

program cannot be strictly measured against the other twelve senior high

schools. This difference should be kept in mind when considering the following

comparisons. Dennison was among the schools with the smallest percentages

of FTES allocate& to academic subjects. Only Euclid and Fairfield were below

Dennison's 48 percent. This percAntage is exceptionally low, considering the

inclusion of the junior high program at the school. For example, at the junior

high level, the lowest percentage of academic FTEs was 58 percent. Not

surprisingly, a similar circuatance exists in Dennison's emphasis on vocational

subjects relative to other schools. Dennison ranks third in vocational FrEs

among the senior high schools with 35 percent. And, this is 13 percent higher

than that percentage at any of the junior highs or middle schools.

EXTENT - Although the principal at Dennison reported that the school has both

a college preparatory and a vocational program, no percentage of tracked 'r

homogeneously grouped classes was given by the school.

PERVASIVENESS - Classes in five subject areas are grouped by schievenimt or

ability at Dennison: English, mathematics, science, foreign language, and

vocational education.

FLEXIBILITY - No indication of whether a student is tracked gubject by subject

or across subjects was given in the r-port from Dennison.

MOBILITY - Approximately 90 percent of the students remain at the same level

from year to year.
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LOCUS OF CONTROL - Counselors are primarily responsible for placement decisions

at Dennison, although the report indicated that students give their approval to

thin placement.

RATIONALE - The following reason was given for using tracking at Dennison:

to meet students' individual needs by narrowing the range of those needs in

the classr-wm.

SAMPLED CLASSES The classes that were sampled at Dennison were grouped in

the following way:

English - 1 average class
1 low class

Math -

Social Studies -

- Science -

1 high class
1 heterogeneous class

high class
1 average class

1 heterogeneous class

Other subject areas - While the school report indicated that only
vocational education classes were grouper.,
homogeneous groups were found among sampled
art and music classes and physical education
classes as well.

Of the 19 classes in the Dennison sample 74 percent were reported to be

homogeneous groups.
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JUNIOR HIGH/MIDDLE SCHOOLS: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

The junior high and middle schools in the sample are quite similar in

their curricular emphases as viewed by the percentage of FTE teaching positions

devoted to academic and vocational subjects. FTEs devoted to academic subject

areas at the junior highs range from a low of 53 percent at Newport to a high

of 76 percent at Laurel, a difference of 18 percentage points. This is a con-

siderably smaller range than the 29 percentage point spread among the high

' schools. Similarly the range in vocational emphasis among the junior high and

middle schools in the sample is considerably smaller than that at the high

schools. Vocational FTEs at the junior highs range from 4 percent at Laurel

to 22 percent at Manchester, a spread of 18 percentage points, considerably

smaller than the range at the high school level (See Tables 7 and 8).

Although the junior high and middle school programs seem more similar

than those at the high schools, the tracking within these programs is extremely

varied at both levels. At the junior highs/middle schools, estimates of track-

'ng at the schools range from 0 to 80 percent (See Table 3). Tracking among

the sampled classrooms ranges from 42 percent to 89 percent at the high school

level and from 11 percent to 80 percent at the junior high/middle school level

( e Tables 4 and 5).
x

Differences between school tracking on other dimensions emerge as well

at the junior high/middle school level. Tracking, it seems, can be very

different even at schools whose programs appear to be quite similar.

The number of subject areas in which students are tracked varied from

none at Euclid to seven at Bradford. As with the high schools, however, that

the data indicate that tracking took place in a particular subject at a school

does not necessarily imply that all classes in that subject at that school

were tracked. At some of the junior highs only some classes in a tracked



subject were homogeneous (Atwater, for example). At others (Newport, Vista,

Manchester, for example) all classes in a tracked subject were homogeneous

groups. The following chart indicates the number of tracked subjects at each

of the twelve junior high/middle schools.

Number of Subjects
Tracked Schools

0 Euclid

1 Crestview

2

3

4 Laurel

5

6

Atwater, Vista, Woodlake, Rosemont, Palisades

Fairfield, Newport, Manchester

7 Bradford

The following chart indicates the number of junior high/middle schools

tracking in each subject area. These numbers include both those subjects

tracked by policy and those subjects in which homogeneous groups occurred

without stated policy.

English -- 10 schools

Math -- 11 schools

Science -- 6 schools

Social Studies -- 6 schools

Foreign Language -- S schools

Arts -- 3 schools

Vocational Education -- 4 schools

Physical Education -- 0 schools

Taken together, these two charts indicate the pervasiveness of tracking with

regard to subject areas at the junior high/middle schools in the sample. As

with subject areas at the high school level, some subjects were rarely tracked- -

physical education, the arts, and vocational education--and others were almost

always tracked--English and mathematics.
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Flexibility of tracking systems varied among the j unior high schools

as well. half of the schools placed students into tracked Classes subject-

by-subject. These tended to be the same schools which tracked in the fewest

subject areas (See chart aDove). At three schools, tracking placements were

made across subjects, with the most extreme form existing st Bradford where

students were grouped together for all their academic subjects. At two

schools--Vista and Palisades - -both types of tracking took place. In the chart

below the schools are categorized as co their degree of flexibility.

Less Flexible-- More Flexible-- No Formal
Tracking Across Subjects Tracking Subject by Subject System

Newport Vista Crestview Euclid

Manchester Palisades Fairfield

Bradford Rosemont

Woodlake

Atwater

Laurel

Schools differed too in the mobility which was estimated to exist for

students among track levels at the twelve junior high/middle schools. At

Vista only 3 percent of the students were estimated to change track levels

from year to year. At Atwater, the estimate was 4 percent. It should be

noted that these two schools were among those with the fewest tracked subjects.

The following chart includes the estimated amount of track mobility at the

schools,
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Movement of Students
Among Track Levels

Less- than 10%

Vista

Atwater

Missing data: Fairfield

Not applicable: Euclid

10-20% 21-30%

Crestview

Rosemont

Newport

Woodlake

Laurel

Manchester

Bradford

Palisades

The locus of control of track decisions at most of the schools resided

with the counselors and teachers together. At the other schools one of these

two groups had the sole responsibility for placement decisions. At none of

the junior high/middle schools were parents And/or students reported to have

a role in these decisions.

Locus of Control--Placement Decision

Counselors/
Teachers/

Counselors/ Counselors/ Parents/
Counselors Teachers Teachers, Teachers/Parents Students

Aewport Vista Crestview

Atwater Woodlake Fairfield

Rosemont

Palisades

Laurel

Manchester

Bradford
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As at the high school level, these dimensions can be considered to-

gether to look at the overall amount of stratification and rigidity in a

tracking system at a school and to make informal comparisons among schools.

The most highly stratified and rigid tracking systems appear to have been

those at Bradford, Newport, and Manchester. At Bradford approximately

80 percent of the courses were tracked, including all academic classes and

some others. Students were kept together in track levels for all-their

academic classes. And, neither students, nor their parents, were reported

to participate in student placement decisions. WhileNewport and Manchester

did not report that tracked students were kept together as a group, in other

respects their tracking systems were very similar to that at Bradford.

At the other extreme is Euclid with nattier a stated tracking policy

nor evidence of homogeneous groups in academic classes in either the course

offerings or the sampled classes. Of the eleven schools with a tracking

policy, Crestview appears to have had1ss stratification and rigidity in

tracking students than did the other schools. Only about 17 percent of the

classes were tracked and those included only one subject area, math. It

was estimated that about 20 percent of the students change levels each year.

Less stratified systems were also in evidence at Rosemont and Laurel.

Interestingly, as at the senior high level, the type of tracking system

in terms of degrees of stratification and rigidity among junior high schools

does not seem to be associated with school size, location, or socioeconomic

status or ethnicity of the student population.

Of the eight schools offering rationales for using homogeneous grouping,

all stated the belief that individual differences are better accomodated in

tracked settings. Two of the schools specifically mentioned easing the teach-

ing task as well. As at the senior high level, the stated reasons for tracking

were nearly identical to those at the junior highs.
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VISTA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - The course offerings at Vista reflect a moderate

emphasis on both academic and vocational subject areas within the sample of

junior high and middle schools. Academic subjects comprise 71 percent of

the FTE teaching positions at Vista, placing it fifth (along with Palisades)

among the sample in academic emphasis. Thirteen percent of the school program

is devoted to vocational subject area teaching, a moderate emphasis for the

junior high/middle school_ in the sample. Vista ranks third (along with New-

port Junior High) in percentage of FTEs devoted to vocational subjects.

EXTENT - At Vista Junior High School approximately forty-six percent ofthe

classes are grouped by student ability or achievement level. Although the

sch..:01 reports :hat acne cf the cou_.ses fall into designated curriculum tracks,

some academic classes are part of an Occupational Adjustment program in which

students work for a part of the day and take limited coursework.

PERVASIVENESS - The grouping system includes two subject areas (English and

math) at both the 7th and 8th grade levels and one subject area (science) at

the eighth grade level only. The following excerpts from a school document

outline the levels in the tracking system for seventh graders.

I. Honors This is a very select group of accomplished
students. A youngster placed in Honors
consistently demonstrates superior skill in
verbal expression, creativity, initiative,
independence, and understanding. Excellence

is the hallmark of this student. Honor

students are very highly motivated.

II. Academic

64

Students recommended for this level occasion-
ally approach the Honors student in capability
but are inconsistent in performance. An

academic level student has a good grasp of
syntax, vocabulary, and mechanics. The student
shows initiative, creativity, and an ability to
work independently. Motivation is usually high.
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III. General

IV. Developiental

Capability of students in General classes
ranges from the slighly above average, to
average, to the student who experiences
problems in verbal expression and under-
standing. The students may be motivated,
but often lack the ability to excel, or
-they--may- have- the ability-but- lack the

motivation to consistently use it.

This student lacke'the basic skills we
generally fssociate with seventh grade
work. They cannot write complete sentences,
their English usage is generally sub-standard,
and their reading ability and comprehension
are low. The student needs.very basic in-
struction in learning to use the language and
in following instructions.

Seventh grade mathematics classes are divided into four levels to
provide for individual differences. The materials covered in Levels I and II
are similar but the level of abstraction and the rate of speed at which the
material is covered will be greater in Level I. The material, covered in Level
III will resemble Levels I and II but will be varied depending on the ability
of the atudents and their mastery of skills is che mathematical processes.
Level IV is designed for students whose math work is below seventh grade level.

I. Honors A very select group of students which you
would consider the "cream of the crop" in
their mathematical ability, possessing
systematic and effective habits of study, an
appreciation f9x thoroughness and accuracy.
Habits of logical thought, a curiosity for
exploring, and an enthusiasm for mathematics
are characteristic of these students, along
with a command of basic addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division facts of whole
numbers, decimals, and fractions.

II. Academic

III. General

Students who have many of the characteristics
of Level I except in mathematical reasoning
ability and attitude. They probably approach
the Honors students in capability but are
less consistent in their performance and are
probably less motivated to excel in math.

Students of average mathematical ability.
They should be able to perform well as far as
the basic facts of addition, subtraction, and
multiplication of whole numbers. Some may not
be able to perform well in long division prob-
lems. Characteristically, pupils of this level
not only vary in mathematical abilities but
also in their inclination to study it; all are
considered capable of showing an interest in
mathematics and able to acquire the knowledge
and skill necessary to solve the mathematical
problems they may encounter in everydaylife.
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IV. Basic Math I Students placed in Level IV are those
working below the seventh grade level
in mathematics. These cannnt perform
well in basic addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division facts of
whole numbers let alozie fractions,
decimals, and other more complex operations.

For eighth grade science, the principal reports that placements are

made according to a student's math ability with levels I and II math students

in level I science 8 (high) and levels III and IV math students in science 8,

level II (low).

4

FLEXIBILITY - There is some flexibility in the Vista system, since math and

English placements are made independently. That eighth grade science place-

ments are dependent upon math level is a clear indication that there are

cross-subject placements ,4erating as well.

MOBILITY - Little mobility between levels exists at Vista with 97 perce

the students remaining at the same placement level from year to year Approx-

imately 2 percent of the students move up in levels while 1 percent are

estimated to move down.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Placement decisions seem to be made by sixth grade teachers

who mark the class level a student should be placed in on a computer scan sheet

which becomes part of the scheduling information. Because there is so little

mobility in the system, it can be assumed that these sixth grade teacher re-

commendations hold for both junior high years. Vista's principa) advises

teachers to use the following criteria in making placement decisions:

"Recommendations should be based on performance, available achieve-
ment tests, and most important, your opinioi. The behavior of the student
should not be a factor in level placement."
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RATIONALE - The principal states that grouping is done "to benefit each and

every student--providing for individual differences." In addition, the Vista

Junior High publication, Program of Studies, makes the following statements

about grouping:

"The Junior High offers various levels of classroom instruction in
order to meet till individual needs of the student. This is done to provide
learning experiences for all students, with due regard for individual achieve-
ment,,interests, and personal aspirations. There are four levels of instruction
ranging from an honors program for the academically gifted student to the de-
velopmental program for the student who lacks basic fundamentals. Placement
in these programs is based upon student performance and staff recommendations."

SAMPLED CLASSES - The classes in the sample were grouped in the following ways:

groups.

- English - 3 high classes
2 average classes
2 low clggses

- Math - 4 high classes
2 average classes
I low class

- Science - 2 high classes
1 average class
2 heterogeneous (7th grade)

- Other subject areas - School report indicates that all other
classes are heterogeneous groupings.

Of the total sample of 36 classes, 47 percent were homogeneous
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CRESTVIEW MIDDLE SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - Crestview Middle School appears to have a strong

emphasis on academies and a weak emphasis on vocational subjects among the

junior high/middle Schools in the sample. Seventy-three percent of the FTE

teaching positions are allocated to academic subject areas, placing Crest-

view third among the sample academic emphasis. Vocational subject teaching

uses only 7 percent of the FTEs at the school. Crestview ranks ninth (along

with three other schools: Rosemont, Woodlake, and Palisades) in vocational

emphasis in the program.

-EXTENT AND PERVASIVENESS -proximately 17 percent of the classes at Crestview

Middle School are grouped by student achievement or ability. This includes all

of the classes in math. Classes in other subject areas are heterogeneously grouped.

FLEXIBILITY - Since only math classes are grouped, a student's math placement

does not affect his placement in classes in other subject areas.

MOBILITY - There is little mobility between track levels at Crestview as approx-

imately 80 percent of the students remain at the same level from year to year,

10 percent move upward; and 10 percent move downward.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Teachers have the primary responsibility for decisions about

student placement with counselors having some input as well.

SAMPLED CLASSES The classes in the Crestview sample were grouped in the

following ways:

- English - 6 heterogeneous classes

- Math - 2 high classes
2 average classes
1 low class
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- Science - 4 heterogeneous Eftoups

- Social Studies - 4 heterogeneous groups

- Other subject areas All other classes were heterogeneous
groups.

Among the total'sanple of 27 classes at Crestview, 19 percent were

homogeneous groups.
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FAIRFIELD JUNIOR HIM' SCHOrl,

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - Fairfield's course offerings reflect a moderate

emphasis on both academic and vocational subjects. Sixty4ight percent of

the FTE teaching positions are devoted to academic subjects, placing the

school seventh among the junior high/middle school sample in academic em-

phasis. Vocational subject teaching occupies 15 percent of the FTEs at

Fairfield. The school ranks second in vocational emphasis among the sample.

EXTENT-- Some of tne classes in four subject areas are deliberately grouped

according to student ability or achievement. The principal estimates that

approximately 6 percent of the classes are grouped this way. If however,

all classes in the four academic subjects which are grouped are considered

part of this grouping system, fhen 66 percent of the courses would be in-

*

cluded in Fairfields' homogeneous grouping. In addition, the principal

indicates that 94 percent of the classes at the school are part of designated

curriculum tracks and includes non-academic and foreign language classes in

this category. I4 is clear that tracking is very extensive at Fairfield but

an exact percentage of classes included in the grouping process is difficult

to determine.

PERVASIVENESS - Deliberate grouping occurs in the following subject areas:

English/language arts, math, science, and social studies. In English/language

arts if appears that low achieving or low ability students are placed in read-

ing classes, while average and above students are placed in English classes.

In math, Algebra is offered as an honors course for high achievers. All other

math students are it heterogeneous or average groups. Although tracking is
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effected, it is unclear how the divisions actually occur in science and

social studies. Homogeneous groupings occur in other subject areas as well.

FLUIBILITY - Placement in a class in one subject area does not automatically

affect a students' placement in other classes at Fairfield.

MOBILITY - Nr__' data is available as to the movement of students between tracks

at Fairfield.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Administrators, counselors and teachers all participate in

placement decisions about students.

RATIONALE - Two reasons are given for grouping at Fairfield: board policy

and meeting the individual needs of students.

SAMPLED CLASSES - The classes in the Fairfield sample were grouped in the

following ways:

- EnElish - 2 high classes
I average class
4 low classes

Math - 1 high class
3 average classes
1 heterogeneous class

- Science - 1 average class
3 heterogeneous classes

Social Studies - 4 average classes

- Other subject areas - Foreign language classes in the sample
consist of high and average*achieving
students. The home arts and vocational
classes consist of low achieving students:
Duplicating Skills, Home and Community,
Horticulture, General Mechanical Repair,
and Building Maintenance. Music, Physical
Education, and Ares classes appear to be
heterogeneously mixed.

Among the total sample of 30 classes at Fairfield, 70 percent are

listed as homogeneous groups.
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ROSEMONT MIDDLE SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - At Rosemont, academic subjectskominate the course

off..:!rings while vocational subjects seem to be given little emphasis at the

school. Academic teaching positions comprise 75 percent of the FTEs which

places the school second among the junior high/middle school sample in

academic emphasis. In contrast, only 7 percent of the FTEs are occupied

by vocational teaching positions. Thus, Rosemont ranks ninth (along with

Crestview, Woodlake, and Palisades) in emphasis on vocational subjects in

the curriculum.

EXTENT Approximately 25 percent of the classes at Rosemont are grouped by

ability or achievement.

PERVASIVENESS - Gr-aping by ability or achievement occurs in two subject

areas: English/language arts and math. Three track levels operate in the

Erw,lish department. ESL classes, High Intensity Reading classes, and migrant

classes are designated for low achieving students. Language Skills classes

are for average students and Language Composition classes are for high

achievers. These groupings appear at all three grade levels. In math, High

intensity -lasses are intended for low achievers. All other math classes are

hetrogeneous and labe.,.ed as Math 6, Math 7, and Math 8. All other subject

areas seem to be heterogeneously grouped with the exception of classes labeled

EMR and Migrant which are for low ability or achieving students.

FLEXIBILITY Placement in a class in one subject area does not automatically

affect a student`s placement in other classes at Rosemont.
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MOBILITY - Placements are quite stable with approximately 90 percent of the

students remaining at the same level from year to year, 5 percept moving to

higher level, and 5 percent moving to a lower level placement.

LOCUS OF CONTROL -#Administrators, counselors, and teachers all participate

in student placement decisions.

RATIONALE - No reasons for grouping at Rosemont were given by the school.

SAMPLED CLASSES The classes in the Rosemont sample were grouped in the

following ways:

- English - 2 high classes
4 average classes
1 low class

- Math 1 low class
6 heterogeneous classes

- Science - 6 heterogeneous classes

- Social Studies 5 heterogeneous classes

Other subject areas - One art class is identified as an
average class. All other classes in
the sample are identified as hetero-
geneous groups.

Among the total sample of 36 classes at Rosemont Micidle School,

28 percent were identified as homogeneous groups. The sample therefore is

probably fairly representative of the school as a whole in regard to tracking.
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NEWPORT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - The course offerings indicate that of all 12

junior high/middle schools the lowest percentage of teaching time is allocated

to academic subjects at Newport (58 percent). Vocational subjects, on the

other hand, occupy 13 percent of the total FTEs, placiug Newport third- -

along with Vista--on this measure of vocational emphasis. Arts and physical

education each occupy 13 percent of the FTEs as well, offering, of all the

schools, the most balanced emphases on art, physical education, and vocational

subjects.

EXTENT While no curriculum tracking per se exists at Newport, the head

counselor estimated about 80 percent of the classes to be homogeneously

grouped by the achievement or ability levels of students.

PERVASIVENESS - All courses in English, mathematics, social studies, science

and foreign language are tracked with some of the vocational classes grouped

as well. Given that only 58 percent of teacher time is devoted to academics,

the counselors estimate of 80 percent grouped classes may be high. However,

Newport has a considerable number of special classes for non-English and

limited-English speaking students some of which were not included in our

summary of FTEs. These classes are considered by the school to be tracked

and were included in the counselors estimate. In the four major academic

areas--English, mathematics, science, and social studies-tour levels of

classes are offere Students are placed in either honors, high, airerage, or

low classes in these subject areas.
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FLEXIBILITY - It is the usual practice that placement at a level in one

class determines where L. student will be placed in other subjects. Unless

a teacher specifically recommends otherwise a student is placed at the same

level for all academics.=

MOBILITY - About 80% of the students remain at the same placement level from

year to year. The counselor stressed, however, that any child has the right

at Newport to try any class level he chooses. Such a change is initiated by

a parent request. The counselor indicated, however, that she was not sure

parents were aware of this psialcy as it had not been publicized. In fact,

few such requests are made.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Track placement in all academics at Newport is based on

students' reading levels, taken both from teacher estimates and test scores.

The counselors appear to have been the primary decision-rakers as they

coordinated the information about students and effected placements.

RATIONALE Four reasons for tracking were given by the counselor at Newport:

1. Students feel more comfortable and can do their best work with
students on the same level.

2. Individual needs can best be met with homogeneous grouping. Not
grouping would make individualizing impossible.

3. Homogeneous grouping eliminates "problems" when there is a hodge-
podge of students.

4. Teachers find it easier to conduct a reasonable instructional program.

SAMPLED CLASSES The classes in the Newport sample were grouped in the

following ways:

- English - 3 average classes
2 low classes
I missing data
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- Math -

- Science -

- Social Studies -

2 high classes
2 average classes
1 low class
1 missing data

1 low class
1 heterogeneous
3 missing data

1 high class
1 average class
1 low class
2 missing data

- Foreign Language - 2 high classes

- Other subject areas - arts, physical education and vocational
education classes were all identified as
heterogeneous groups

Among the total of 36 classes in the Newport sample, track level data

was obtained about 29. Of these, 55 percent were homogeneous groups.

??
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WOODLAKE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - Neither academic nor vocational courses seem to

dominate the school program at Woodlake Junior High SchcA.. Academics are

given moderate emphasis with 64 percent of the FTEs allocated to academic

teaching positions. Woodlake ranks eighth among the schools in the sample

in academic emphasis. Seven percent of the FTEs are occupied by vocational

teaching positions at*Woodlake. The school (along with Crestview, Rosemont,

and Palisades) ranks ninth among the unior high/middle school sample in

percentage of FTEs in vocational subjects.

EXTENT - Twenty-five percent of the classes at Woodlake are homeogeneously

grouped by ability or achievement. None are designated as part of a curri-

culum track.

PERVASIVENESS - Math, English/language arts, and foreign language courses

have varying degrees of deliberate tracking. Three levels of math classes

exist: accelerated, average, and fundamental. These three levels occur at

all three grade levels and involve all of the math classes at the school.

Grouping in English/language arts and foreign languages are linked in the

following way. Seventh graders who score above the ninth grade level on a

staniardizea reading achievement test are placed in foreign language classes.

These classes, then, are homogeneous groups of high achieving students. All

other seventh graders are placed in reading classes which are, as a result,

a mixture of average and low achieving students. All other classes at the

school are heterogeneous groups.
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FLEXIBILITY - Placements in each subject area are made independently.

MOBIUTY - There is little mobility' between the math levels at Woodlake with

approximately 90 percent of the students remaining at the same level from

year to year. Ten percent of the students move to a lower placement each

year.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Teachers have the primary responsibility for placement of

students into levels of classes.

RATIONALE - None given.

SAMPLED CLASSES -

- English -

- Math -

4 heterogeneous classes

1 average class
1 low class

- Science - 3 heterogeneous classes

- Social Studies - 1 heterogeneous class

- Other subject areas - Foreign language classes are indentified
as high classes. All others are labeled
heterogeneous.

In the total sample of 30 classes at Woodlake, 27 percent are

identified as homogeneous groups.
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ATWATER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - At Atwater neither academic nor vocational subjects

are given a heavy emphasis compared with the other junior high/middle

schools in the sample. Fifty-nine percent of the FTE teaching positions

are in academic subjects, placing the school eleventh among the sample in

academic emphasis. In emphasis on vocational subjects, Atwater ranks seventh

among the sample schools. Vocational subject teaching occupies 8% of the

FTEs. Interestingly, in view of Atwater's relatively weak emphasis on

academic and vocational subjects, the school has the strongest emphasis

in the arts of the twenty-five secondary schools in the Study of Schooling

sample (21% of FTEs).

EXTENT - According to the principal's estimate, approximately 32 percent of the

classes at Atwater Junior High are homogeneously grouped by achievement or

ability., None, however, is designated as part of a curriculum track.

PERVASIVENESS - Deliberately grouped classes occur in the English/language

arts and math subject saTcaii. In English/language arts, low students are

placed in reading classes; other English courses are heterogeneously

grouped. It is not clear whether the reading class supplements the English

class or replaces it for students of low ability or achievement. In math,

two groupings occur at each grade level. In addition some math classes

are heterogeneous groups. Music classes seem to be comprised of homogeneous

high ability or achievement groups, but these do not seem to be a part of

a deliberate grouping system.
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FLEXIBILITY - Placement in a class at one level in a subject area does not

automatically affect a students placement in other classes at Atwater.

MOBILITY - Little mobility exists in the grouping system at Atwater with 96

percent of the students remaining at the same placement level from year to

year, 2 percent moving to a higher level, and 2 percent moving to a lower level.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Counselors at Atwater are primarily responsible for

decisions about placement.

RATIONALE - The school reports that homogeneous grouping is used at Atwater

to make the subject matter in math and reading appropriate to student abil-

ity levels.

SAMPLED CLASSES - The classes in the Atwater sample were grouped in the

following ways:

- English - 4 heterogeneous classes

- Math - 1 low class
4 heterogeneous classes

- Science - 3 heterogeneous classes

- Social Studies - 3 heterogeneous classes

- Other Subject Areas - All other sampled classes are hetero-
geneous groupings with the exception
of Stage Band and Ensemble which are
identified as high achieving groups.

Of the total sample of 27 classes, only 11% were identified as

homogeneous groups. It is likely that in our sample, tracked classes

at Atwater are underrepresented.
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PALISADES MIDDLE SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF TEE PROGRAM - Academic subjects are given a moderately strong

emphasis at Palisades, while vocational subjects occupy a weak position in

the course offerings. Academic subject teaching positions occupy 71% of

the FTEs at the school, placing it fifth (along with Vista) among the schools

in the junior high/middleschool sample in academic emphasis. Seven percent

of the FTEs are in vocational subjects. Thus, Palisades ranks ninth among

the sample (along with Crestview, Rosemont, and Woodlake) in percentage

of teaching positions in the vocational area.

EXTENT - Approximately 40 percent of the classes at Palisades are homogen-

eously grouped by student achievement or ability. None of the classes is

designated as a part of a curriculum track.

PERVASIVENESS - Grouped classes occur consistently in English/language arts

and math subject areas although some groupings appear within and across

other subjects as well.

- English - Three tracks operate in the English
department: Honors, Average, and Title
I. Average classes are not so labeled,
but identified as such in the school's
report.

- Math

- Social Studies -

Three tracks operate in Math: Honors,
Average, and Low (including Title I and
Math Lab). Algebra is also offered for
high achieving students.

No tracking other than special classes
for the gifted which consist of a Reading/
Social Studies combination.

Other Subject Areas - Special classes exist for EMR, LD, and
Behavior Disorders. Classes in other
subject areas, however, except for these
groups, appear to be heterogeneous.
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FLEXIBILITY - The school reports that placement at a level in one subl,'

area does not automatically affect a student's placement in other subject

areas. However, for "gifted" students, placement extends across English

and social studies.

MOBILITY - Little mobility between track levels occurs at Palisades Middle

School with 70 percent of the students remaining at the same level from year to

year, 20 percent moving to a higher level, and 10 percent to a lower track level.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - A combination of administrators, counselors, and teachers

have the responsibility for making student placement decisions.

RATIONALE - Palisades Middle School reports that they use grouping because

they have a number of students at both the upper and lower ends of the

"scale of achievement."

SAMPLED CLASSES - The classes in the Palisades sample were grouped in the

following we,,s:

- English - 2 high classes
3 average classes
3 low classes

- Math - 2 high classes
2 low classes
2 heterogeneous classes

- Science - 1 heterogeneous class

Social Studies - 4 heterogeneous classes

- Other Subject Areas - All other classes in the sample were
heterogeneous.

Of the total sample of 36 classes at Palisades, 39 percent were

identified as homogeneous groups. The sample, it appears, is qui5.0-zepre-

sentative of the tracking system at the school.
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LAUREL MIDDLE SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - Of the schools in the junior high/middle school

sample, Laurel ranks first in academic emphasis and twelfth (last) in

stress on vocational subjects. Seventy-six percent of the FTEs are

allocated to academic subjects and only 4 percent to vocational courses. As

at Laurel High School, this may be partially influenced by the combination

' of the schools small size and low per pupil expenditure, academic subjects

generally requiring less extensive facilities than vocational courses.

EXTENT - According to the principal, approximately 20 percent of the classes at

Laurel are homogeneously grouped by student achievement or ability. None

however, is designated as a part of a curriculum track. If, however,

all classes in the grouped subjects are considered part of a tracking

system in which deliberate separation of students on an achievement or

ability criterion is effected, then 76 percent of the school program would

be included.

PERVASIVENESS - Homogeneously grouped classes occur in all academic subject

areas at Laurel, but only a few classes in each subject are grouped, There-

fore, both heterogeneous and homogeneous groups occur in all subject areas

at' the school. Low classes in English/language arts' are 'title I classes,

in Math, ESAA.

FLEXIBILITY - Placement at a level in one subject area does not automatically

affect a student's placement in other subjects.

MOBILITY - Little mobility between track levels occurs at Laurel. Only

about 10 percent of the students change track levels from year to year.
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The school report did not specify which direction this movement was

likely.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - fit Laurel, administrators, counselors, and teachers

share the responsibility for student placement decisions.

RATIONALE - The following statements were given by'Laurel as to the

reasons for which they use grouping at the school,

I. We consider each student to be a person of dignity and self-

worth and for that reason they are homogeneously grouped in

a curriculum track with realistic goals for'eeting individual

student needs at each developmental level.

2. Students have oppcxtunities for achieving success and for

becoming leaders as they are engaged in learning tasks that

stimulate and motivate successful achievement.

3. Materials for the curriculum tracks are easily accessible and

available. Teachers share ideas and plans and work toward

helping students to become involved in the teaching-learning

process.

SAMPLED CLASSES - The classes in t' Laurel sample were grouped in the

following ways:

- English - 1 low class
6 heterogeneous classes

- Math - 2 high classes
1 average class
2 low classes

- Science - 2 high classes
1 heterogeneous

Ca
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- Social Studies - 2 high classes
2 heterogeneous classes

- Other Subject Areas - The arts, vocational, and physical
education classes in the sample were
heterogeneous groups.

In the total sample of 24 classes at Laurel, 42 percent were

identified as homogeneous groups. At Laurel it is difficult to assess

the extent and exact nature of tracking.
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MANCHESTER MIDDLE SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - Manchester has a relatively weak emphasis on

academic subjects among the junior high/middle schools sampled. Sixty

percent of the FTEs are devoted to academic subjects, placing the school

tenth in academic emphasis. Vocational courses, on the other hand, occupy

a stronger place in the course of stnly at Manchester than at ..y of the

other schools in the sample. Twenty-two percent of the FTEs at Manchester

are in Vocational subject teaching positions.

EXTENT Approximately 60 percent of the. classes at Manchester are homo-

eneously grouped by student achievement or ability. None is designated

as a part of a curriculum track.

PERVASIVENESS Deliberately tracked classes are found In all of the

academic areas: English/language arts, matumatics, social studies,

science, and foreign language. One hundred percent of t-.e classes in each

c these subject areas are grouped. Homogeneous groups occur in other

sulects as well.

FLEXIBIIITY Placement of a student in a class at one level in one subject

area automaticoliv affect9 his placement in classes in other subject areas,

Yrov ing little igexibility the g-ouping system.

!-tLITY rkere is little mobility in the tracking system at Manchester

ent ,-)f- the students remaining at the Same track

pnt moving to a higher level, and 7 moving to a



LOCUS OF CONTROL - According tc the principal at Manchester, administrators,

counselors, and teachers share the responsibility for student placements.

Teachers, however, have the most influence, then counselors relying on

t st scores and achievement, then parents, and finally administrators

serving in an advisory capacity.

RATIONALE - At Manchester, homogeneous ability and achievement grouping

is used "to allow teachers a maximum oppor.tunity to meet the individual

needs of our students in academic areas."

SAMPLED CLASSES - The classes in the Manchester sample were grouped in the

following ways:

- English - 4 high classes
1 average class
1 low class

- Math

- Science

Social Studies

4 high classes

2 average classes
1 low class

1 high class
I low class

1 high class
2 average classes
2 low classes

other Suhiect Areas Foreign language classes were labeled high
groups, vocational classes fell in all
three levels (typing - high: ..2tal shop,
drafting, clothing 6esign average; wood-
shop - low), arts classes were either

average or heterogeneous, and health edu-
cation classes were heterogeneous groups.

the tonal clase,1 at 'tanchester, in percent were

iJentifiel homo,t, e us grr,up' . This is er-,tablv reprtent3tive both

the purprtiun of claseg Aelihtrately tric',ed it t'q-, schnot!,; lud



which occur as a result of the inflexibility in scheiuling and/or

student interest in course content, particularly ir= vocational

courses.



BRADFORD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM Both academic and vocational courses seem to

be important in the course offerings at Bradford. Academic subjects

occupy 72 percent of the FIT teaching positions, placing the school fourth

among the sample in academic emphasis. Vocational subjects are relatively

less emphasized at Bradford than academics with 12 percent of the FTEs

devoted to vocational teaching. The school ranks fifth (along with Euclid)

among the junior high/middle schools in vocational emphasis.

EXTENT At Bradford 80 percent of the classes are homogeneously grouped

by achievement or ability. None however, is designated as part of a

curriculum track.

PERVASIVENESS - Deliberately grouped classes at Bradford are found in the

following subject areas: English/language arts, mathematics, social studies

(7th and 8th grades only), science, and foreign language. Homogeneous

groupings occur in other subject areas as well.

FLEXIBILITY - Bradford appears to have a highly stratified tracking system

which cuts across subject areas. In grades 7 and 8 students are grouped

together in sections labeled 7-1, 7-7, 7-3 for academic sLhjecLs. While

qth grade students do not appear to e grouped in sections, their classes

are designed fc- a variety of achievement levels. The school reports that

placement in a class at one level automatical' affects a tudent's place-

ment in soblect area--

`nBILITY There is little mohilitv l'etwecfn track, at Bradford with

perent r the students renaining at the sa-le level 'rt.-:?m year to vear,



percent moving upward in placement, and 10 percent moving to a lower

level.

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Both counselors and teachers are responsible for student

placement decisions.

RATIONALE - At Bradford grouping is used, according to the school report,

because of the number of students at the school that are below grade level.

"We receive students reading on a lLt and 2nd grade level."

SAMPLED CLASSES - The classes in the Bradford sample are grouped in the

following ways:

- English - 3 high classes
2 average classes
1 low class

Math 2 high classes
2 average classes
2 low classes

Scie'nce - 3 high classes
I average class

Social Studies - I high class
3 average classes
2 heterogeneous classes

Other Subject Areas - Although, according to the principal's
report, some homogeneous groupings appear
in sampled classes (Journalism, Art,
Concert Band, Careers, and Swimming) most
other subject areas seem to have heter-
ogeneously grouped classes.

Of the total sample of 36 classes at Bradford, 76 percent were

identified as homogeneous groups. The sample appears to be quite represent-

ative of tracking at the school as a whole.



EUCLID JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM - Neither academics nor vocational subjects seem

to dominate the'course offerings at Euclid relative to the other junior

high/middle schools in the sample. Sixty-two percent of the FTEs arc

allocated to academic subject teaching. Euclid ranks ninth among the

sample in academic emphasis. Vocational subject teaching comprises 12

percent of the FTEs at Euclid, placing the school fifth (along with

Bradford) in vocational emphasis.

EXTENT AND PERVASIVENESS - No classes at Euclid Junior High are deliberately

homogeneously grouped. In academic classes the school policy is to use

systematic heterogeneous grouping by dividing students at different achieve-
,

ment levels (using standardized test scores) as evenly as possible

between classes. In the sampled classes, however, homogeneous achievement

or ability groups did occur in non-academic classes.

FLEXIBILITY - MaxiMum flexibility is possible at Euclid as no deliberate

tracking occurs.

MOBILITY - Not applicable to Euclid

LOCUS OF CONTROL - Not applicable to Euclid

SAMPLED CLASSES -

- English - 2 heterogeneous groups

- Math - 2 heterogeneous groups

- Science - 2 heterogeneous groups

Social Studies 2 heterogeneous groups
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- Other Subject Areas - Arts and vocational classes were listed
as average groups with the exception of
Junior High Band which was identified as
a high group. P.E. classes were heter-
ogeneous.

In the total sample of 16 classes, 38 percent (all non-academic

classes) were identified as heterogeneous groups. Because of the school

policy of heterogeneous groups, it is difficult to assess how these

groupings arose at Euclid.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Because of the self-contained feature of most elementary school classes,

tracking at the elementary level must be analyzed differently from that at

the secondary level. At first glance, it would appear that tracking is not

extensive at the elementary level, with only three of the sampled schools

reporting that the total classes are homogeneously grouped. Looking at

grouping which occurs within and across classes for only a part of the school

day, however, reveals that curriculum differentiation is an important part

of all but one of the elementary schools included in this report.

The extent and type of tracking at the elementary level is extremely

varied, ranging from 100 percent of the school day for all classes at two

schools, Manchester and Woodlake, to neither homogeneous grouping of whole

classes nor within heterogeneous classes at Euclid. Most typical is the

pattern of heterogeneously grouped classes which spend part of the day in

homogeneous groups for instruction in reading and math. The time spent in

these homogeneous groups varies from an estimated 16 percent of the day at

Fairfield to an estimated 40 to 50 percent at Palisades (See Table 4).

The structure of these elementary tracking practices varies as well,

some existing entirely within the classroom, as at Woodlake, and others in-

volving the mixing of students and teachers across classrooms and grade levels,

as at Newport. The use of special teachers is also a feature at some schools.

Looking at the extent of tracking--in terms of the time spent in homo-

geneous settings--the number of subject areas included, and the structure of

school groupings together at the schools, it is possible, as at the other

levels, to gain an impression about the degree of stratification at each

school. It ts also possible to compare schools informally on this dimension.
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For example, Woodlake appears to be more highly stratified than any of the

other elementary schools. At Woodlake, not only is each self-contained

classroom a homogeneous group, but it is estimated that for 40 percent of the

school day students within these classes are separated into homogeneous

groups for instruction in reading and mathematics. This is a two-layer type

of stratification which may be common in elementary schools where whole classes

are homogeneously grouped. Divisions within these classes according to

aptitude or ability for instruction in reading on math may be an integral

part of these systems. Manchester, in fact, seems to have had a similar

system. And, while it does not extend to all the classes at the school, much

the same type of program appears to have been in effect at Palisades. At

Palisades, only a thire of the classes are listed as homOgeneous groups--high

achieving classes combining two grade levels each in two of the classes.

Thus in grades 1-5 in this K-5 school, high achieving students are placed in

homogeneous classes. This raises the question of whether or not the remaining

classes are grouped by default. However, the school identified the remaining

seven classes as heterogeneous groups. Within this system at Palisades,

40 to 50 percent of the day is spent in homogeneous groupings, usually within

the self-contained classroom, for instruction in English and math. This, again,

is quite stratified in comparison to the other schools in the sample.

Of the schools with heterogeneous classrooms, the amount of homogeneous

grouping appears to have been greatest at Crestview--50 percent of the day

including both English and math--and at Vista--30-40 percent of the day, also

in both subject areas. At both of these schools inter-class groupings ofter1

took place to achieve homogeneity. Euclid, at the other extreme, gave no

evidence of any type of homogeneous grouping and, in fact, stated that hetero-

gereity resulted from school policy. The least amount of grouping, at the
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schools that grouped--appears to have taken place at Fairfield where, for

approximately 16 percent of the day, students were pulled from several classes

for reading instruction. Dennison and Newport also grouped for only one

subject -- reading -- however, these groupings are estimated to have included

25 percent of the school day.

It is clear, that while the extensiveness and structures differed some-

what at the elementary schools, tracking was similar in some important respects.

At every school but Euclid, students were tracked for reading instruction and

at all but three of the schools for math. Thus, tracking for instruction in

the most basic subjects was found throughout the schools. Additionally, at

only three schools was less than a quarter of a students' school day spent

in homogeneous groupings.

It should be noted that, similar to the Cher levels of schooling, no

easily identifiable patterns among types of tracking systems and school

demographics emerged from this analysis.

Once again, as at the junior and senior high levels, similaritis were

found in the rationales elementary schools gave for homogeneously grouping

students for instruction. Of the 12 schools that track, 9 gave reasons for

doing so. At six schools, meeting individual needs was mentioned and, at

four, easing the .eaching task was given as a rational. Other stated reasons

were to provide for team teaching and to make possible diagnostic-prescriptive

teaching.

The following school by school discriptions should illuminate the

similarities and differences in tracking systems at our thirteen elementary

schools.
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VISTA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - None of the classes at Vista are homogeneously grouped by student

achievement or ability. Homogeneous groupings do occur, however, during

approximately 30 to 40 percent of the school day.

PERVASIVENESS - In grades 1-6 students are placed in homogeneous groups for

instruction in English, reading, and language arts. In grades 3-6 ability

or achievement groups are used for mathematics instruction as well.

STRUCTURE - When homogeneous groupings are formed, they often include students

from more than one classroom at the same grade level. During this grouped

instruction, students often work with a teacher other than their regular

classroom teacher.

RATIONALE - Vista reports that they use homogeneous grouping for the 'ollowing

reasons:

1. To be more individualized in reading and math.

2. To allow for the greatest range of differences in interests,
capacities, motivation, growth patterns, and social backgrounds.
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CRESTVIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - None of the classes at Crestview are homogeneously grouped by

student achievement or ability. For approximately 50 percent of the school

day, however, students are in homogeneous groups for instruction.

PERVASIVENESS - Ability or achievement group's are used for instruction in

English, reading, language arts and mathematics.

STRUCTURE - When groupings of students are effected, they often include

students from more than one classroom and/or grade level. Students often

receive instruction from teachers other than their regular classroom teachers

when they are grouped.

RATIONALE - According to two of the teachers at Crestview, grouping for

mathematics and language arts instruction is used for the following reasons:

1. To better meet the individual needs of the children. Since
homerooms were set up with a wide range of abilities, grouping
(teaming) for reading, spelling, and math helped us to achieve
the goal of reaching individualized needs.

2. To be able to concentrate on a specific area of math--we used
IM3 Math and each teacher became more proficient in the special-
ized areas.

3,;
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FAIRFIELD ELEKENT.IY SCHOOL

EXTENT - None of the classes at Fairfield are homogeneously grouped by

achievement or ability. During 16 2/3 percent of the school day, however,

students are homogeneously grouped for instruction.

PERVASIVENESS - Grouping is effected for instruction in reading at Fairfield.

STRUCTURE - When students are grouped for reading, they always receive

instruction from a teacher other than their regular classroom teacher.

This seems to be primarily a Title I reading program. It is unclear, howeVer,

whether students from more than one classroom and/or grade level are brought

together to form ability or achievement groups.

RATIONALE - No rationale was given for Fairfield's use of grouped instruction.
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ROSEMONT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - None of the classes at Rosemont are homogeneously grouped by

student achievement or ability levels. During approximately 20 percent

of the day, however, students are grouped for instruction in specific

subjects.

PERVASIVENESS - Grouped instruction is used at Rosemont in reading and

math.

STRUCTURE - When ability and/or achievement groups are formed at Rosemont,

they often include students from more than one classroom and sometimes

students from more than one grade level, Instruction is often given by a

teacher other than the students regular classroom teacher.

RATIONALE - According to the school report, homogeneous grouping is used

for the following reasons:

1. Expose student to the most comfortable and optimum level.
Keep groups to the optimum nurl,er of students. Provide for
team teaching where applicable. Basal reading and basic math
structured in level.
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NEWPORT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - None of the classes at Newport are grouped by-student achieve-

ment or ability levels. For 25 percent of.the day, however, homogeneous

groups are effected for instruction.

PERVASIVENESS - Ability/achie4ement groups are used at Newport for instruc-

tion in reading.

STRUCTURE - In grouping for reading, students are often drawn from more than

one classroomrand from more thafi one grade level. Instruction in homogeneous

groups is often given by a teacher other than the students' regular class-

room teacher.

RATIONALE - The school report indicates that grouping for reading instruction

is used tp allow the teacher to concentrate on one level, instead of working

on many levels.

1.
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WOODLAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - Although the school reports that none of the classes at Woodlake

are homogeneously grouped by student achievement or-ability, the :,-.mpled

classes are identified as homogeneous groups. Of the 12 classes in the
0,

sample, 3 are identified as high groups, 7 as average groups, and 2 as low

groups. The sample indicates that tracking extends to 100 percent of the

school. In addition to the total class grouping 40 percent of the day, on

the average, is spent by students in homogeneous groups for instruction in

specific subject, however. 4

PERVASIVENESS - Students in all classes at Woodlake are grouped for instruc-

tion in reading and math.

STRUCTURE - Homogeneous grouping occurs within classrooms at Woodlake. Groups

never involve students from more than one claasroom or grade level. Some-

times, however, instruction is given by a special reading teacher.

RATIONALE -.The following reasons were given for homogeneously grouping

at Woodlake:

To help childien having special needs in reading and math. We
also have a special reading teacher for more severely reading
handicapped children.
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ATWATER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - None of the claises at Atwater axe Itomogeneously grouped for the

entire school day. However, students are grouped homogeneously for approximately

25 percent of the school day.

PERVASIVENESS - English and math are those subjects for which students are

grouped at Atwater although, in math, the teacher has some discretion in

whether or not grouping will be used.

STRUCTURE - When homogeneous groups are used students sometimes are grouped

across classes and sometimes receive instruction from a teacher other than

their regular classroom teacher. At the primary level, homogeneous

groupings often include students from more than one grade.

RATIOEALE - None given.
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PALISADES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - Although the school reports that no classes are grouped according

to student achievement or ability levels, 3 of the 10 sampled classes were

identified as high achievement or ability groups. .Thus 33 1/3 percent of

the total sample seem to be tracked throughout the school day. In addition

40 to 50 percent 9f the school day is spent giving instruction in subject

areas to homogeneous groups in all classes.

PERVASIVENESS - Homogeneous groups ere formed for instruction in English/

reading/language arts and math. In addition, all students are '=pulled" from

their classrooms for special instruction in Spanish and music. Because of

the incidence of tracked classes, these pullout programs would also involve

some homogeneous ability or achievement groups.

STRUCTURE - When homogeneous groups are formed for instruction in English/

reading/language arts and math,hey sometimes include students from more--
than one classroom, but almost never froti more than one grade. (One

Kindergarten student however, meets with a first grade class for some

instruction). Students sometimes meet with teachers other than their regular

claisroom teacher for instruction when-they are in homogeneous groups.

RATIONALE - Palisades reports that they use homogeneous grouping "to meet

individual needs."
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LAUREL ELEMEW'ARY SCHOOL

EX ENT - Except for a ratherilarge percentage of special education classes

(25. percent) at the school, all of the classes at Laurel are heterogeneous

groups., The studenL., nowever, are homogeneously grouped on the basis of

achievement:or.ability fqr past of the day (no percentagedeeported).

PERVASIVENESS - Ability and achievement groupings are used at Laurel fol

instruction in reading and mathematics.

STRUCTURE,- When student ability and/or achievement groups are used-at-

Laurelthey often include students from more than one classroom,. sometimes

include students from more than one grade level,and often involve students

receiving instruction from a teacher other than their regular classroom

teacher.

I '

RATIONALE - Laurel Elementary 'reports that they use achievement and ability

grouping for the following reasons:

This school promotes the idea of educating the individual student.
Individualized math and unlimited reading programs are effectively
used. The enrichment program gives the better students special
challenges. The Title I programs offer special instruction where
needed most in reading and math. Speech therapy is available for

all with special needs. L.D. and B.D. programs help students to
adjust. In the above programs special ability and achievement,
groupings are used.

10j
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MANCHESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - All of the classes at Manchester are grouped by student, ability

or achievement into two levels:4r"most able with able" and "able with leis

able." These groups of students receive instruction together for all of the

school day.

PERVASIVENESS - Although classes are grouped for the entire day, homo-

geneity seems to be stressed in instruction in English/reading/language arts,

'machematics, social studies, and science. Grouping does not seem to be

iwortant in the arts or physical education subject areas.

STRUCTURE = When achievement/ability grouping is used at Manchester for

°
instruction in specific subject areas, the school reports that these groupings

a!rays involve students from ?ore than one classrobm, students from more thafi

one grade level, and instruction being-provided by a teacher other than the

students regular homeroom teacher. The structure, as reported by the school,

is °need an "open-classroom" with learning stations, independent study

opportunities and scheduled home study.

RATIONALE --Ability and achievement grouping is used at Manchesteit, according

to the school report, for the following reasons:

narrow the range to more effectively order and use. instructional
textbooks and supplies

permit more effective teacher planning for instruction

coordinate.thetotal instructional program with specialists in
grades three through six where weuse a modified platooning plan
in Library Science, Visual & Graphic Arts; Science: PerfOrming ,Arts;
Vocal Music; Instrumental Music of Wind and String and Physical
Education
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.permit greater involvement in staffing of children through
.stAff,deveropment training and parent:counseling

more effect' vely implenfent adult-peer and precision teaching
using diagnostic and prescriptive teaching materials and
methods
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,BRADFORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

tk

EXTENT - At
.
Bradford none of the classes are grouped according to student

achievement or ability levels. For 18 percent of the school lay, according

to the school estimate, students are homogeneously grouped for instruction

in certain subjects.

PERVASNENgSS Studdhts at Bradford are homogeneously grouped for instruction

in reading and math.

STRUCTURE - When homogeneous groupings are used for instruction they often

include students from more than one 4assroom, students from more than one

grade level, and instruction being given by a teacher other than the students'
ss,

regul#r classroom. teacher.

RATIONALE - Bradford reports that they use homogeneous ability/achievement

grouping forthe following reasons:

1. To better meet the needs of iftdividual students

2. Teacher request

194
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EUCLID ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Euclid Elementary has no hoMogeneous grouping by student ability or

achievement eithereither for total classes or for instruction in specific sub-

ject areas. This lack of groupingfs-a reflectionof school policy rather

than mere happenstance.'

3
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DENNISON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EXTENT - Although none of the_classes at Dennison are grouped by student

achievemeVt or ability levels for the entire school day, students spend

approximately 25 percent of their time at school in these groupings.

PERVASIVENESS - Students at Dennison are grouped only for instruction in

'Eitglish, reading, and language arts.

STRUCTURE - Homogeneous English, reading, and language arts groups at Dennison

often involve the mixing of students from more than one class and grade.

Students often receive instruction from a reacher other than their regular

classroom teacher.

RATIONALE - No rationale for homogeneous grouping was given by the counselor

'At Dennison.

r
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APPENDIX A

Estimate of Class'Level
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SCCOOL
Estimate of Student Composition:

SPRING SEMESTER 1977 Predominantly
High

Achievement

Predonunan y
Average

Achievement

'redomman y
Low

Achievement

I Ach.
Levels
PresentTeacher Course Title Period

U.S. Histo AE 2

Law & Youth 4

Geography
. .

Physics AB 3 .

Mod. Topics 2

Modern Science AB 3

.

Chemistry AB 1
.

.

Biology AB Aft 2

D....:--ology 5

Biology AB 5

Design Craft 1

Ceramics 5

Orchestra 6 ' a

... Choir 2 .

Painting & Dr-awin 6

Life Drawing 4

. Spanish 3A 5

Electronics 5

Child Dev & Famil 1

-Accomitin 5

Beg. Cloth. /Knit. 3
e

Basic Typing A 6

Wood B 2'

Auto Mech. 1
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SCHOOL

Estimate of Student Composition:
SPRING SEMESTER 1977 Predominantly

High
Predominantly

Average
Achievement

Predominantly
Low

Achievement

All Ach.
Levels
PresentTeacher Course Title Period Achievement

Team Sports 3

Volleyball 6

Dance Fund. 5

..
. .

.
-.0.0

. . . ,
.

..

1

,.-

2 ,

' 1
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APPENDIX B

Grouping at the School
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SECONDARY

GROUPING AT THE SCHOOL

School Name

1. Approximately what percentage of the classes at this school are:

a. designated as part of a curriculum track (collegeprep.,
vocation, business,general, etc.)?

b. homogeneously grouped by achievement ability, but not
designated as part of a curriculum track?

2. Check the subject areas in which these grouped classes
(either a or b above) are found:

English, Reading, Language Arts

Mathematics

Social Studies (Social Sciences)

Science

The Arts (visual arts, crafts, music, drama, filmmaking
photography)

Foreign Language

Physical Education

Vocational/Career EdUcation

3. When a student has been placed in an achievement or ability
group or curriculum track is the usual practice such that this
automatically affects his/her placement in classes in more
than one subject area?

No
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4. Approximately what percentage of students in homogeneous groups

or curriculum tracks:

a. go u placement level from year to year?

z

2

b. remain at the same level,from year to year?

c. go down in placement level from year to year?

5. Vho is primarily responsible for making de:isions regarding the
placement of students irito achievement/ability groups.or tracks?

Administrators

Counselor's

Teachers

6. Grouping for instruction by ability or achievement and /or
curriculum tracks is used at this school for the following
reasons:

11=!M,...
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Tables
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Total
Tchrs.

Vista 84

Crestview 44

Fairfield 57

Rosemont 121

Newport 85

Woodlake 57

Atwater

Palisades 68

- Laurel 18

Manchester 114

Bradford 65

Euclid 24

Dennison 11

Table 1 .11f

Percentage of FTEs in Subject Areas:*
High Schools

Subject
Tchrs. English_ Math Science Soc. Stud. For. Lang. Arts Voc. P.E. 2 Academic
.

81 (16)202 (10)122 (10)122 _ (9)11 (3)42 (9)112 (18)22% 45)62 592

44.59 (9)20% (6)132 (4)92 (6)132 (11/6)32 (41/3)102 (103/5)242 (3)72 582

53.20 (91/5)17% (5)92 (5)92 (44/5)92 (1)22 (13/5)32 (223/5)42% (4)82 462

118.60 (261/5)22% (16)13% (173/5)152 (153/5)112e (5)42 (6)52 (25)212 (71/5)6% 67%

70.25 (133/4)192 (8)112 (7)102 (7:14)112 (63/4)102 (73/4)112 (91/4)132 (10)142 612

54.80 (114/5)222 (5)9% 15)92 (7)132 (2)42 (4)82 (15)272 (5)92 572
.

23.60 (5)21% (21/5)9% (2)82 (4)172 (1142
.

(2)82 (5)21% (22/5)102 592

63.80 (10)162 (9
2
/5)152 (8)132 (10)162 (5)82 (72/5)122 (8)132 (6)92 682

20 (3)15% (4)202 (3)152 (3)152 (0)02 (2)102 (3)152 '(2)102 652

111 (25)232 (15)14% (14)13% (17)15% (6)52 (4)42 (21)192 (9)82 702

49 (8)162 (8)16% (6)122 (6)122 (3)62 (6)12% (7)142 (6)122 622

14.50 (2)14% (11/3)92 (11/ ,92 (1)72 (1/3)22 (11/2)102 (6)412 (1)72 412

8.50 (1)122 (1)122 (1)122 (1)122 (0)02 (1;2)62 (3)352 (1)122 482

*Percentages based on total FTEs in subject areas o4y -
other teaching, e.g.,./pmcial ad., was excluded.

CC.
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Total
Tchrs.

Subject
Tchrs.

Vista 49 47.33

Crestview 32 30.33

Fairfield 42 39.20

Rosemont 44 41.80

Newport 75 59.60

Woodlake ' 30 30.66

Atwater 24 24

Palisades 49 44.60

Laurel 24 15

Manchester 62 54.20

Bradford 35 32.40

Euclid 13 6.67

Table 2

Percentage of FTEs in Subject Areas:*
Junior High/Middle Schoo s

Math Science hoc. Stud. For. lNt.a. Arts Voc. P.E. 2 Academic

(8)17% (81.13)182 (7)15% (0)02 (5)112 (6)132.' (3)62 712

s

(5)162 (4)132-"\, -(4)132 (0)02 (4)132 (2)72 (2)72 73%

(6)152 (5)132 (5)13% (3/5)292 (14/5)52 (6)152 (5)132 682

(8)192 (64/5)162 .(6)142 (1)22 (3)72 (3)7t (4)102 752

(102/5)172 (5)82 (83/5)142 (4/4)12 (8)132 (8)132 (74/5)132 58%

(4)132 (3)102 (4)132 (2/3)22 (4)132 (2)72 Clf62 642

1

(4)172 (2)82 . (4)172 (0)02 (5)212 (2)82 (3)13r 59%

(10)222 (3)72 (6)132 t4/5)22 (34/5)92 (3)72 (6)132 712

(3)202 (3)202 (12/5)92 (0)02 (2)132 (3/5)42 (1)72 762

(93/5)182 (4)72 (7)132 (2)42 (4)72 (12)222 (6)112_ 602

k(53/5)172
ti

(5)152 (54/5)182 (0)02 (3)92 (4)122 (2)62 722

(1)15% (1)152 (5/6)122 (1/3)52 (5/6)122 (5/6)122 (2/3)102
N
622

English

(1014

(91/3)312

(94/5)252

(10)242

(11)182

(8)262

(4)172

(

/
12)272

es (4272

(93/5)182

(7)222

(1)152

4 *Percentage based on total FTEs in subject areas only -
other teaching, e.g., special ad., was excluded.
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Tracking Policies and Practices

Table 3
I-

Estimate of the Extent of Tracking. in the
Secondary Schools'

High Schools Junior-High/Mil:idle 'Schools

% of Courtes <
School Tracked

Vista 44% .

Crestview 50

Fairfield 100 .

Rosemont 100

Newport 65

Woodlake 25 .

,
r

Atwater \V9

Palisades . 70
.

Laur'el 331/3

Manchester 80

Bradford 0 65

Euclid 50

*
Dannison

School
% of Courses
Tracked

Vista

Crestview

Fairfield

46%

17

'75

A C.
:

Rosemont 25

Newport 80

Woodlake 25

Atwater' 32

Palikades 40
,

Laurel .. 76

Manchester 60
4

Bradford 80

Euclid 0

*Missing data .

'Synthesis of data from Grouping at the School questionnaire,
class schedules, tourses of study, and other school, documents

119
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Tracking Policies and Practices

Table 4

Estimate of the Extent of Tracking in the
Elementary School 'SN,

Vista

Crestview

Fairfield

Rosemont

:Newport

Woadlake

Atwater

Palisades

Laurel

Manchester

Bradford

Euclid

Dennison

*Missing data

I of

Homogeneous
Classes

% of

Homogeneous
Classes

1

% of Day
Homogeneously
Grouped Within
And Across
Classes

0

0

0

0

0

12

0

3

0

9

0

0 ' -

0%

0

0

0

0

100

P

331/3

0

100

0

0

0

30-40%

50

162/3

20

25

40

25%

40-50

*

0

18

0

25%

. 12.0
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Tracking Policies and Practices

Table 5

Percentage of Tracked Classes
in the Sample: High Schools

# of
Classes 2 Track I High

(..1

2 'Nigh LAytrage 11,f,s121t # Low % Low t Hetero 2 Hetero

Vista 48 69% 3 6% 24 50% 6 13%' 15 31%

Crestview 48/42* 76% 8 19% 15 36% 9 21% 10 24%

Fairfield 46 48% 7 15% 11 24% 4 -9% 25 54%
.

....

Rosemont 48 42% 5 10%
.

11 23% 4 8% )8 58%

Newport 46 54% 8 17% 12 26% 5 11% 21 46%

Woodlake , 36 33% 0 22% 2 6% 2 6% 24 67%

Atwater 27 .89% 7 26% 12 44% 5 19% 3 11%

Palisades 48 42% -' 9 19% 6 13% 5 10% 28 58%

Liturel 24 58% 3 13% 7 29% 4 17% 10 42%

Manchester 48 50% 7 15% 12 25% 5 10% 24 50%

Bradford 48 69% 17 35% 11 23% 5 10% 15 31%

Euclid -40- 50% 12 30% 8 20% 0 0% 20 50%

Dennison 19 74% 6 32% 5 26% 3 16% 5 26%

*Missing data on some classes
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Tracking Polig/es and Practices

Vista

Creiltview

Fairfield

Rosemont

Newport

Wcodlake

Atwater

Palisades

Laurel

Manchester

Bradford

Euclid

Tabl4 6

Percentage of Tracked Classes in

Junior High/Middle Schools

# of

Classes, % Track

the Sample:

# High X High

36 47% 9 25%

27 19% 2 72

30 70% 2 7%

36 28% '2 62

36/29* 55% 5 17%

30 272 2 7%

27 11% 2 7%

36 39% 4 11%

24 42% 6 25%

35 80% 13 37%

'36 72% 11 31%

16 38% 1 6%

*Missing data on some classes

12.3

# Average LAyeliav # Low X Low # Hetero % Hetero

44

5 14% 3 8% 19 53%

2 7% 1 4% 22 81%

11 37% 8 27% 9 30%

2 6% 6 17% 26 72%

-6 21% 5 17% 13 45%

4 13% 2 7% 22 73%

0 0% 1 -3% 24 89%

3 8% 7 19% 22 61%

1 2% 3 13% 14 58%

9 262 6 17% , 7 20%

8 22% 7 19% 10, 28%

5 31% 0 0% 10 62%
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Tracking Policies and Practices

Table 7

Rank Order of Schools on Academic
Emphasis: Percentage of FTEs in

High School.

Academic Subjects

Junior High/Middle School

School % of FTEs School 2 of FTEs

' Manchester 70% Laurel 762

'Palisades 68 Rosemont 75

Rosemont 67 Crestview 73

Laurel 65 Bradford 72

Bradford 62 Vista 71

Newport 61 Palisades 71

Atwater 59 Fairfield 68

. Vista 59 Woodlake 64
r

Crestview 58 Euclid 62

tioodlike 57 Manchester 60

Dennison 48 Atwater 59

Fairfield 46 Newport 58

Euclid 41

Range = 29 points Range = 1$ points

Mean 58,53 Mean = 67.41

S.d. = A80' S.d. = 6.50

121
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Tracking Policies and Practices

Table 8

Rank rider of Schools in
Vocational Emphasis: Percentage
of FTEs in Vocational Subjects

High School Junior High/Middle School

School % of FTEs School % of FTEs

Fairfield 42% "Manchester 22%

'Euclid 41 Fairfield 15

---,

Dennison 35 Newport 13

Woodlake 27 Vista 13

Crestview 24 Bradford 12

Vista 22 Euclid 12

Atwater 21 Atwater 8

Rosemont 21 Crestview 7

Manchester 19 Palisades 7 .

Laurel. 15 Rosemont 7

Bradford 14 Woodlake 7

Newport 13 Laurel 4

Palisades 13

Range = 29 points Range = 18 points

Mean = 23.61 Mean = 10.58

S.d. = 10.04 S.d. = 4.92
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